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RAIN NOTICE

FOR CONCERTS
If grounds are not in satisfactory condition by 7:30 P.M., the concert will be held in the Great Hall of City College.

If it rains before the intermission, the rain check attached to your ticket is good for the next symphonic concert only.

If it rains during or after the intermission, the concert is considered given and the rain check is therefore cancelled.

FOR OPERA
If at 7:30 P.M. the grounds are not in satisfactory condition, a substitute orchestral program will be given in the Great Hall under the direction of Alexander Smallens.

If it rains before 10 P.M., the rain check attached to your ticket is good for the next performance of opera only.

If it rains after 10 P.M., the performance is considered given and the rain check is therefore cancelled.

FOR BALLET
If grounds are not in satisfactory condition by 7:30 P.M.; the ballet will be cancelled and a substitute orchestral program will be held in the Great Hall of City College under the direction of Alexander Smallens.

If it rains before the intermission, the rain check attached to your ticket is good for the next ballet only.

If it rains during or after the intermission, the ballet is considered given and the rain check is therefore cancelled.

NOTICE
A green light displayed from the left side of the stage indicates that the rain checks are good for the next symphonic concert, ballet or opera performance. A red light indicates that the concert, ballet or performance of opera is considered given and the rain checks are cancelled.

Aida begins at 8:15 P.M. Faust—Boris—Prince Igor—Carmen begin at 8 P.M.

Boheme—Traviata—Tosca at 8:30 P.M.
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“ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE”
Symphonic Program-Notes

by

LAWRENCE GILMAN

Prelude to "Die Meistersinger" ..................................... Richard Wagner
(Born at Leipzig, May 22, 1813; died at Venice, February 13, 1883)

[Wednesday, June 26]

In February, 1862, Wagner settled at Biebrich, in "a couple of nice rooms, magnificently situated on the brink of the Rhine." On March 12, he wrote Mathilde Wesendonck that he hoped to start work on the following day:

"I am thoroughly settled here now, have two chambers, hired for a year, the pianoforte, book-case, renowned divan, the three Roman engravings and the old Nibelungen print. ... The site is extraordinarily lovely, ... A beautiful, quite spacious garden; the birds in the duke's park keep up a contest of song with those on the island opposite; the nightingales are numberless, they say, and positively deafening in their season. So here will I await my Master-singer destiny."

The fair season of the year [he tells us in his autobiography] was now approaching, and I was once more seized with a desire for work. As from the balcony of my flat, in a sunset of great splendor, I gazed upon the magnificent spectacle of 'Golden' Mayence, with the majestic Rhine pouring along its outskirts in a glory of light, the Prelude to my 'Meistersinger' again suddenly made its presence closely and distinctly felt in my soul. Once before had I seen it rise before me out of a lake of sorrow, like some distant mirage. I wrote down the Prelude exactly as it appears today in the score, containing the clear outlines of the leading themes of the whole drama. I proceeded at once to continue the composition, intending to allow the remaining scenes to follow in due succession."

* * *

Never more completely than in the Prelude to Die Meistersinger did Wagner achieve what he set out to accomplish. This spacious and magnificent music, endlessly delectable as a pattern of sound, is marvelous in its vivid projection of a recovered past: here, to the life, is medieaval Nuremberg, 'with its thousand gable-ends, its fragrant lime trees and gardens, its ancient customs, its processions of the guilds and crafts, its watchman with his horn and lantern, calling the hour, its freshness and quaint loveliness by day and its magic on soft summer nights.'

Wagner wrote to Mathilde on May 22, 1862: "It has become clear to me that this work [the music of the opera as a whole] will be my most consummate masterpiece." It was not the first time he had thought that about a work upon which he was engaged. Perhaps in this case he was right. It is hard to differ with him as you listen to the wondrous score, with its Shakespearean abundance, its Shakespearean blend of humor and loveliness, the warmth and depth of its humanity, the sweet mellowness of its spirit, its magical recapturing of the hue and fragrance of a vanished day, its perfect veracity and transcendent art.

Symphony No. 5, in C minor

Ludwig van Beethoven
(Born at Bonn, December 16, 1770; died at Vienna, March 26, 1827)

[Wednesday, June 26]

The first performance of Beethoven's C minor Symphony was at Vienna, December 22, 1808. The date of the completion of the Symphony is not definitely known. Beethoven's autograph score bears neither date nor number—merely the inscription: Sinfonia da L. v. Beethoven, scrawled on it in red chalk. According to Thayer, "this wondrous work was no sudden inspiration. Themes for the Allegro, Andante, and Scherzo are found in sketch-books belonging, at the very latest, to the years 1800 and 1801 [that is to say, between the composition of the First and Second Symphonies]. There are studies also preserved which show that Beethoven wrought upon it while engaged on Fidelio and the Pianoforte Concerto in G (1804-05), when he laid the C minor Symphony aside for the composition of the Fourth.¹ That is all.

¹ The Fourth Symphony bears on the autograph score the inscription, in Beethoven's hand: Sinfonia 4ta, 1806, L. v. Bihm.

(Continued on next page)
that is known of the rise and progress of this famous Symphony."

* * *

It is the theory of Paul Bekker, expounded in his thoughtful and provocative book on Beethoven, that the C minor Symphony was laid aside in favor of the Fourth because "Beethoven felt that he had not yet cleared his mind about the scheme of the whole. A study for the Finale, which has been preserved, points to a closing movement in 6-8 time in C minor; a first sketch of the slow movement includes a stiffly moving Andante quasi menuetto, while the development of the first movement (as originally planned) appears feeble and insipid by comparison with the later version. It is thus clear that the work

"They don't get your
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Camels are mild, cool, gentle on the throat. Smoke them all you wish. They don’t upset your nerves or tire your taste. And athletes find that Camels do not get their wind.

SO MILD! YOU CAN SMOKE ALL YOU WANT!
took on its most distinctive characteristics in the course of Beethoven’s protracted struggles with his subject.”

Many things have been found in the Fifth Symphony—the summons of Fate, martial celebrations, the repercussions of a tragic love-affair, the note of the yellowhammer heard in country walks. But whatever Beethoven did or did not intend to say to us in this tonal revelation, there is one trait that the C minor Symphony has beyond every other, and that is the quality of epic valor.

There is nothing in music quite like the heroic beauty of those first measures of the Finale that burst forth at the end of the indescribable transition from the Scherzo with its swiftly cumulative crescendo, and the overwhelming emergence of the trombones—so cannily held in reserve throughout the foregoing movements.

This is music pregnant with the great-

(Continued on next page)
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ness of the indomitable human soul. Listening to it, one knows that the inward ear of Beethoven had almost caught that lost word which, could a man but find it, would make him master of the hosts of Fate and of the circling worlds.

Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, in E minor, Op. 64
Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy
(Born at Hamburg, February 3, 1809; died at Leipzig, November 4, 1847)

[Wednesday, June 26]

The completion and first performance of this superlatively famous concerto were among the later achievements of Mendelssohn’s brilliant and compact existence. The work occupied his thoughts at intervals between 1838 (when he was twenty-nine years old), and 1844 (three years before his death). The first performance was by Ferdinand David at a Gewandhaus concert in Leipzig, March 13, 1845.

The three movements of the concerto are linked together. The first movement, *Allegro molto appassionato* (E minor, 2-2), begins after an introductory measure with the first subject stated by the solo violin. This is developed at length by the solo instrument, which then proceeds with cadenza-like passage-work. The theme is repeated and developed as a tutti by the full orchestra. The second subject is first given out in harmony, *pianissimo*, by clarinets and flutes, over an organ-point in the solo violin. A brilliant cadenza ends with a series of arpeggios, which continue on through the repetition of the chief theme by the orchestral strings and wind. The conclusion section is in regular form.

The *Andante* (C major, 6-8) consists at first of a development of the songlike theme begun by the solo violin. The middle section of the movement is taken up with the development of the second theme,

MICHEL and VERA

FOKINE

*Studio of the Modern Russian Ballet*

4 Riverside Drive  TRafalgar 7-9171
a somewhat agitated melody. The third part is a repetition of the first, with the melody in the solo violin, but with a different accompaniment.

The Finale opens with a short introduction, *Allegretto non troppo* (E minor, 4-4). The main body of the Finale, *Allegro molto vivace* (E major, 4-4) begins with fortissimo wind chords, answered by arpeggios of the solo violin and a figure in the orchestral strings. The chief theme of the rondo is announced by the solo instrument and woodwind.

Three Dances from "The Three-Cornered Hat"..........Manuel de Falla

(Born at Cadiz, Spain, March 23, 1877)

*Wednesday, June 26*

De Falla's ballet, *The Three-Cornered Hat*, was performed for the first time by the Russian Ballet at the Alhambra, London, July 23, 1919.

The ballet was written for a scenario derived by Martinez Sierra from the novel, *El Sombrero de Tres Picos*, by Don Antonio Pedro de Alarcon (1833-1891). The story was originally entitled *El Corregidor y la Molinera* ("The Corregidor and the Miller's Wife"). The novel by De Alarcon suggested to Hugo Wolf the characters and the plot of his opera, *Der Corregidor*.

The action of the Ballet was outlined as follows at the time of the London premiere:

Over the whole brisk action is the spirit of frivolous comedy of a kind by no means known only to Spain of the eighteenth century. A young miller and his wife are the protagonists; and if their existence be idyllic in theory, it is extraordinarily strenuous in practice—choreographically. But that is only another way of saying that M. Massine and Madame Karavina, who enact the couple, are hardly ever off the stage, and that both of them work with an energy and exuberance that almost leave one breathless at moments. The miller and his wife between them, however, would scarcely suffice even for a slender ballet plot. So we

(Continued on next page)
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"I gladly congratulate Steinway & Sons upon their new, surprising, and wonderful achievement."

So wrote Paderewski, beloved among pianists, soon after he had first heard and played the new Steinway with Accelerated Action. . . . And, in the opinion of teachers, artists, musicians generally, it is not too much to say that Accelerated Action alters completely all previous conceptions of piano sensitivity!

Briefly, the new Steinway Accelerated Action permits an incredibly swift response to the most delicate touch. All playing is more precise, technically more accurate, and requires less effort for student and accomplished musician alike. The lovely Steinway tone is now beautiful beyond anything yet approached even in other Steinways.

Steinway prices have not been raised above their low level.

In New York City, a new Steinway can be obtained only from Steinway & Sons, at Steinway Hall, 109 West Fifty-seventh Street.

For temporary use, Steinway pianos may be rented at very reasonable price/
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have as well an amorous Corregidor, or Governor (he wears a three-cornered hat as badge of office), who orders the miller’s arrest so that the way may be cleared for a pleasant little flirtation—if nothing more serious—with the captivating wife. Behold the latter fooling him with a seductive dance, and then evading her admirer with such agility that, in his pursuit of her, he tumbles over a bridge into the mill-stream. But, as this is comedy, and not melodrama, the would-be lover experiences nothing worse than a wetting, and the laugh, which is turned against him, is renewed when, having taken off some of his clothes to dry them, and gone to rest on the miller’s bed, his presence is discovered by the miller himself, who, in revenge, goes off in the intruder’s garments after scratching a message on the wall to the effect that “Your wife is no less beautiful than mine!”

It is, in substance, an ancient jest—one whose ribaldry is masked by the charm and the rhythmic fascination of de Falla’s music.

The suite was introduced to Stadium audiences on August 2, 1929, under the baton of Alfred Coates.

Symphony No. 1, in C minor, Op. 68
Johannes Brahms
(Born at Hamburg, May 7, 1833; died at Vienna, April 3, 1897)

[Saturday, June 29]

Brahms was middle-aged before this symphony was finished (though it had been maturing for a decade and a half). He completed it in September, 1876, when he was in his forty-fourth year.

Its ripeness and its confident mastery are evident throughout. From its first notes of this symphony we are aware of a great

SEVEN WEDNESDAY EVENINGS
at CARNegie HALL
JAN. 15, 22, 29, FEB. 5, 12, 19, 26, 1936
The complete pianoforte sonatas of
BEETHOVEN
will be given by
SCHNABEL

Subscription Prices:
Orchestra, $15.00, and $12.10—Dress circle and first 4 rows in balcony, $8.50—Balance front balcony and entire rear balcony, $5.50 (tax included).
Seats assigned in order of application.

Management NBC ARTISTS SERVICE
George Engles, Director
RCA Bldg., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
(Steinway Piano)
voice, uttering superb poetic speech. The momentous opening (the beginning of an introduction of thirty-seven measures, Un poco sostenuto, 6-8) is among the unforgettable exordiums of music—a majestic upward sweep of the strings against a phrase in contrary motion for the wind, with the basses and timpani reiterating a somberly, persistent C. The following Allegro is among the most powerful and dramonic of Brahms' symphonic movements.

In the deeply probing slow movement we get the Brahms who is perhaps most to be treasured: the musical thinker of long vistas and grave meditations, the lyric poet of inexhaustible tenderness, the large-souled dreamer and humanist—the Brahms for whom the unavoidable epithet is "noble." How richly individual in feeling and expression is the whole of this Andante sostenuto! No one but Brahms could have extracted the precise quality of emotion which issues from the simple and heartfelt theme for the strings, horns, and bassoon in the opening pages; and the lovely complement for the oboe is inimitable—a melodic invention of such enamouring beauty that it has lured an unchallengeably sober commentator into conferring upon it the attribute of "sublimity." Though perhaps "sublimity"—a shy bird, even on Olympus—is to be found not here, but elsewhere in this symphony.

The third movement (the Poco allegretto e grazioso which takes the place of the customary Scherzo) is beguiling in its own special loveliness; but the chief glory of the symphony is the Finale. Here—if need be—is an appropriate

(Continued on next page)
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resting-place for that diffident eagle among epithets, Sublimity. Here there are space and air and light to tempt its wings. The wonderful C major song of the horn in the slow introduction of this movement (Più Andante, 4-4), heard through a vaporous tremolo of the muted strings above softly held trombone chords, persuaded William Foster Apthorp that the episode was suggested to Brahms by "the tones of the Alpine horn, as it awakens the echoes from mountain after mountain on some of the high passes in the Bernese Oberland." This passage is interrupted by a foreshadowing of the majestic chorale (trombones and bassoons) which, at the climax of the movement, takes the breath with its startling grandeur. And then comes the chief theme of the Allegro—that whole-souled and joyous tune of which Brahms's biographer, Miss Florence May, says that it undoubtedly recalls to everyone who hears it the famous theme in the Finale of Beethoven's Ninth—a statement which might be challenged.

The culminating moment in the Finale—the mighty proclamation of the chorale in the coda—may recall to some the magnificent affirmation of Jean Paul: "There will come a time when it shall be light; and when man shall awaken from his lofty dreams, and find his dreams still there, and that nothing has gone save his sleep."

A Siegfried Idyl. . . . Richard Wagner
(Born at Leipzig, May 22, 1813; died at Venice, February 13, 1883)
[Saturday, June 29]
In the summer of 1869 a son was born to Richard Wagner and Cosima von
(Continued on page 24)
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Synopsis of this Week's Opera

by R. D. DARRELL

VERDI: AIDA, opera in four acts. Libretto by Marietta Bey, Camille du Locle, and Antonii Ghislanzoni. First performance: Cairo, Egypt, December 24, 1871. The scene is laid in Memphis and Thebes, Egypt, in the time of the Pharaohs.

THE STORY IN BRIEF

Aida, daughter of the Ethiopian king, has been captured by the Egyptians and given as a slave to Amneris, the Pharaoh's daughter. Amneris's friendship for her captive quickly turns to jealous hatred when she learns that Aida has won the heart of Rhadames, commander of the Egyptian army, and object of her own passionate affection. Rhadames triumphs over an invading Ethiopian army and captures among other prisoners Aida's father, King Amonasro. As reward for his victory Rhadames is given the hand of Amneris and to avoid this distasteful marriage he and Aida conspire to escape together. In making their plans he unwittingly reveals the position of the Egyptian army to Amonasro, whereupon the eavesdropping Amneris has him seized as a traitor, Aida and her father escape, but Rhadames, surrendering without a struggle, is tried for treason and condemned to burial alive. Refusing Amneris's promise of pardon if he will accept her love, he is sealed in a subterranean vault only to find that Aida has concealed herself in the tomb to share his fate. While the stern priests celebrate their mystic rites and the tardily remorseful Amneris weeps and prays over the tomb, the united lovers meet death in each other's arms.
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STADIUM PHILARMONIC SYMPHONY
Jose Iturbi, Conductor
Assisting Artist: Albert Spalding
OPENING NIGHT
WEDNESDAY, JULY 2
(Program subject to change)

1. WAGNER

2. BEETHOVEN

I. Allegro con brio
II. Andante con moto
III. Scherzo
IV. Finale

INTERMISSION
Address by Mayor
Interviews
MRS. HENRY BRONSON
Chairman of the Music Commission
Address by A. D. WELLS

3. MENDELSSOHN

I. Allegro molto passassionato
II. Andante
III. Allegretto non troppo—Allegro molto

ALBERT SPALDING

4. DE FALLA

Three Dances from El Capricho
I. The Neighbors
II. Dance of the Miller
III. Final Dance

Mr. ITURBI USES THE STEINWAY PIANO IN THIS CONCERT.
Steinway is the official piano of the Stadium Concerts. Arrangements are being made.
(Program continued)

YOUNG'S $1.55 up
29 Smart Shops
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PROOGRAMS

ON OF 1935

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Lavi, Conducting

Albert Spalding, Violinist

ING NIGHT

, JUNE 26, at 8:30

(to change without notice)

Prelude to "Die Meistersinger"

Symphony No. 5, in C minor

PERMISSION

Mayor La Guardia

Produced by

Henry Breckinridge

Municipal Art Committee

Adolph Lewisohn

Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, in E minor

not vivace

ALDING, Violinist

Dances from the Ballet, "The Three-Cornered Hat"

10 THE BALDWIN PIANO

Piano of the Stadium Concerts.

ing broadcast by Station WOR.
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Kindly mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW"
Liszt once observed that "in listening to Schubert, one is never betrayed into exclaiming 'how clever', but very often, 'how poetical, how beautiful, how intensely Schubert.'"

Likewise, the success of Martinson's Coffee was never won by clever selling phrases, but by intrinsic merit and the character of its maker.
THURSDAY EVENING, JUNE 27, at 8:15
FRIDAY EVENING, JUNE 28, at 8:15

(In case of rain the opera performance will be postponed until the following night and a substitute orchestral program under the direction of Alexander Smallens will be performed in the Great Hall.)

**AIDA**

Opera in Four Acts (Seven Scenes)
(In Italian)

Book by A. Ghislazoni

**MUSIC BY GIUSEPPE VERDI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Singer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The King</td>
<td>Louis D’Angelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amneris</td>
<td>Cyrena Van Gordon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aida</td>
<td>Rosa Tentoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhadames</td>
<td>Paul Althouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramfis</td>
<td>John Gurney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amonasro</td>
<td>Mostyn Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Messenger</td>
<td>Louis Purdey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Priestess</td>
<td>Paceli Diamond</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Incidental Dances by Monna Montes, Leon Fokine and Corps de Ballet

(Arranged by Alex Yakovleff)

Conductor, **ALEXANDER SMALLENS**

Stage Director, **ALEXANDER D. PUGLIA**

Assistant Conductor, **ALBERTO SCARIETTI**

**SYNOPSIS OF SCENES**

**Act I.** Scene 1—Grand Hall in the Palace of Pharaoh, at Memphis.
Scene 2—The Temple of Phta.

**Act II.** Scene 1—Amneris’ Room.
Scene 2—Thebes of the Hundred Gates.

**Act III.** The Banks of the Nile.

**Act IV.** Scene 1—The Judgment Hall.
Scene 2—The Temple of Phta.

(Program continued on page 21)
MODERN FURNITURE

designed...built...sold
by America's outstanding modern establishment!

Where but at Modernage can you view such an extensive showing of modern furniture for living room, bedroom, dining room? Or obtain such authentic decorative counsel...without obligation? Typical of Modernage design and value are the illustrated pieces. A special discount of 2% will be allowed Stadium Concert-goers who bring in this advertisement.

Modernage
162 East 33rd St.

OPEN
Mon. & Wed. till 8, Sat. 6
Designers & Makers of Modern Furniture

A Symphony
OF LYRICAL CURVES

A FLEXEEES foundation is a prelude to perfection...the way to a smooth figure performance. Fashioned of Lastex, FLEXEEES hold you in amazingly—providing complete control with perfect comfort. Your figure becomes an unbroken rhythm of molded lines, without a roll or a bulge anywhere. $5 to $25 at the leading stores.

FLEXEEES

"TWIN CONTROL" for the Slender or Average Figure
"SUPER CONTROL" for the Mature and Stately Figure

ARTISTIC FOUNDATIONS, INC., NEW YORK
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SATURDAY, JUNE 29, at 8:30
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. Mozart
   Overture to "The Marriage of Figaro"

2. Brahms
   Symphony No. 1, in C minor
   I. Un poco sostenuto—Allegro
   II. Andante sostenuto
   III. Un poco allegretto e grazioso
   IV. Adagio—più Andante—Allegro non troppo, ma con brio

3. Wagner
   Siegfried Idyl

4. Wagner
   Funeral March from "Götterdämmerung"

5. Wagner
   Prelude and Finale, "Tristan und Isolde"

INTERMISSION

SUNDAY, JUNE 30, at 8:30
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. Rossini
   Overture to "The Barber of Seville"

2. Schubert
   Symphony in B minor ("Unfinished")
   I. Allegro moderato
   II. Andante con moto

INTERMISSION

3. Granados
   Intermezzo from the opera "Goyescas"

4. Ravel
   "Pavanne pour une Infante défunte"

5. Bizet
   Suite from "L’Arlésienne"
   I. Prelude
   II. Menuetto
   III. Adagietto
   IV. Carillon

(Mr. Iturbi will add to Bizet’s Suite No. 1 from "L’Arlésienne" the Farandole from Suite No. 2)

(Moscow Theatre Festival
SEPT. 1 to 10

Third Annual Festival... greater than ever in scope and power. Nine evening and five matinee performances, ranging from Rimsky-Korsakoff's "Sadko" to Pogodin’s "Aristocrats", from the Jewish Theatre's "King Lear" to Tairov's "Egyptian Nights". The entire ten days in Moscow, including all expenses, cost only $65, Third Class! For illustrated booklet and full information, see your local agent or

545 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK INTOURIST INC

U. S. Representative of The Travel Company of the U. S. S. R.
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CONNOISSEURS

The opera-goer and the lover of Schaefer Beer have one thing in common—a taste for the finer things.

Schaefer

The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., Brooklyn, New York • Member of Brewers' Board of Trade
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"Awake and Sing!"
By CLIFFORD ODETS
Eves. $2.75-$1.10
Mats. $2.20-55c
Belasco THEA., 44th St., E. of Bway.
Eves. 8:45, Mats. Thurs. & Sat.

'Waiting for Lefty'
and
'Till the Day I Die'
2 Plays by CLIFFORD ODETS
Eves. $1.65-40c
Mats. $1.10-40c
Longacre THEA., 48th St., W. of Bway.
Eves. 8:30, Mats. Wed. & Sat.
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MONDAY, JULY 1, and TUESDAY, July 2, 1935, at 8:30

(In case of rain the ballet performance will be postponed until the following night and a substitute orchestral program under the direction of Alexander Smallens will be performed in the Great Hall.)

FOKINE BALLET

Overture to "Euryanthe"..............Weber
(For Orchestra)

"Adventures of Harlequin"..................Beethoven

A Choreographic Comedy by MICHEL FOKINE

The Harlequin............................................Vitale Fokine
First Lady...........................................Edna Veralle
The Captain, her husband......................Harold Haskin
Second Lady........................................Wiora Stoney
Pantalone, her husband........................Eugene Loring
Pierrot..................................................George Kiddon
Small Pierrots......................................Helen Halversan, Thelma Himmel

CAMP TAMIMIENT
the playground for adults in the Poconos
NIGHTS of sparkling entertainment, talking pictures, musical and dramatic programs directed by Mac Liebman.
SPORTS — Seventeen fast tennis courts, handball, 100 boats and canoes, swimming in private lake, saddle horses.
Daily Lectures by Authorities.
$29 weekly, de luxe cabins at small extra charge.

THE SCHOOL OF AMERICAN BALLET
Will reopen on August 26th

The American Ballet Company is entirely composed of graduates of this school.
Director: Vladimir Dimitriev.
During the vacation information may be had from 10 a. m. to 12:30 p. m. daily.
637 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK CITY
Wickersham 2-7667 Send for Brochure
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Bülow, who were then living together at Triebchen, on the Lake of Lucerne. Cosima's thirty-third birthday fell on Christmas Day of the year following Siegfried's birth, and Wagner had composed in November, 1870, a piece for small orchestra to be played as a surprise to Cosima on Christmas morning. The music was written and rehearsed in secret. The parts were copied by Hans Richter, who assembled and prepared the orchestra in Zürich. On Saturday, December 24, Wagner himself directed the final rehearsal in the hall of the Hotel du Lac at Lucerne. "On Christmas morning," wrote Richter many years later, "the little orchestra took their places on the stairs of Wagner's villa at Triebchen (they had done their tuning in the kitchen). The Master, conducting, stood at the top."

* * *

Wagner had lost no secret of his magic when he wrote the Siegfried Idyl (he had traversed that year two acts of Götterdämmerung, and was at work on the scoring of the music-drama Siegfried). This music is an aubade, a morning serenade. For its thematic material, Wagner drew upon the third act of Siegfried, with the addition of the so-called "Slumber" motive from Die Walküre, the little German cradle song, "Schlaf, Kindchen, Schlaf," and some episodic matter. The flawless art with which he weaves this new fabric out of old colors and used patterns, turning what might have been a patchwork into a delicate marvel of homogeneity, is endlessly rewarding to the student.

(Continued on page 26)
Friends of the Ladies: Winona Bimboni, Betty Eisner, Lorraine Schantz, Dorothy Denton, Dorothy Hall, Nell Bitz.


Scaramouches: Louise Kriens and Love Matiuk; Brighella: Frances Menz, Eleanor Weischel, Tousia Say, Jean Dolova; Costello: Betty Jane Smith; Cascaretti: Assia Wilde; Mistulino: Virginia Comer; Pulcinella: Iris Roche; Bambinelli: Clarice Sitomer; Scapino: Thelma Horowitz; Mezzetin: Vera Vaulkenou.

Officer: V. Valentinooff.

Soldiers: Fred Rohdes, Jack Quin, Harry Taub, Milton Barnett, George Church, Artur Frederix.

INTERMISSION

II

"Le Spectre de la Rose" ........................................ Carl Maria von Weber
Ballet by MICHEL FOKINE

Spectre de la Rose......................................................... Paul Haakon
The Girl.............................................................................. Dorothy Hall

INTERMISSION

III

Overture to "Prince Igor" .................................................. Borodin

(For Orchestra)

"Polovetskian Dances" from "Prince Igor" .................... Borodin
Choreography by MICHEL FOKINE


Polovetsky Warriors: Harold Haskin, George Kiddon, V. Valentino, George Church, Fred Rohdes, Efin Girsh, Harry Taub, Olaf, Jean Yamoujinsky, Eugene Loring, Milton Barnett, Jack Quin, Artur Frederix.

Adolescents: Miriam Weiskopf, Thelma Himmel, Beatrice Levine, Rose Feldman, Thelma Horowitz, Helen Halversan.

Conductor, ALEXANDER SMALLENS

"SCIENTIFICALLY COOLED"

Caruso

Restaurants
LUNCHEON
DINNER

CHOICE WINES
AND LIQUEURS

130 WEST 42nd ST.
125 WEST 45th ST.
38-40 WEST 33rd ST.
230 WEST 34th ST.
46 CORTLANDI ST.
Newark: 124 Market St.

"Steak and Chicken Blue Plates"
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As a place to live in, The Mayflower Hotel appeals to those who seek the niceties of a quiet, residential environment, as well as economy in cost. Facing Central Park, convenient to Carnegie Hall, theatres and other cultural centers.

Newly furnished one room apartments with serving pantry, for 2 persons, from $80 monthly. Unfurnished 1 room apartments, on lease, from $70 a month. 2 rooms from $110.
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But the most interesting fact concerning the musical subject-matter of the Idyl is that two of its chief themes, which it shares in common with Siegfried the music-drama, were originally intended for use in some chamber-music (string quartets and trios) that Wagner projected at Starnberg in the summer of 1864, after Cosima had joined him there and when "all barriers between them were broken down." The two themes are those from which Wagner evolved the greater part of Brünnhilde's speech in the third act of the music-drama beginning Ewig war ich, ewig bin ich. In the Idyl, the first of these themes is the tranquil melody for the strings, heard in its complete form beginning at the thirtieth measure (its six opening bars are identical with the form which it has in the music-drama; afterward, Wagner treats it differently). The second theme in question is that known to commentators as the "World's Treasure" motive. It is heard in the music-drama at Brünnhilde's words, "O Siegfried, Heerlicher! Hort der Welt!" In the Idyl (where its form is slightly varied) it is introduced by trills and string arpeggios, sixty measures after the appearance of the cradle-song.

Symphony in B minor ("Unfinished")
Franz Schubert
(Born at Lichtenthal, near Vienna, January 31, 1797; died at Vienna, November 19, 1828)

[Sunday, June 30]

Schubert, who was almost the age of his contemporary, Shelley, composed his B minor Symphony in the year of Shelley's death. Like Shelley, he was too well-beloved of the gods; Shelley died at thirty, Schubert at thirty-one. Schubert left behind him personal effects valued at a little

The Hors d'Oeuvre Without Equal
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over twelve dollars, and some of the loveliest music in existence. A few coats, waistcoats, trousers, shoes, shirts, cravats, handkerchiefs, socks, one hat, one towel, one sheet, two "bed-cases," one mattress, one bolster, one quilt, and a quantity of manuscripts appraised by the official inventory at 10 florins,\(^2\) constituted his material possessions. Within a year of his death he had been unable to afford a seventeen-cent dinner, and he was selling immortal songs for about the present equivalent of four subway fares. As Sir George Groves observes, "beside this, the poverty of Mozart—the first of the two great musicians whom Vienna has allowed to starve—was wealth."

He turned out masterworks with staggering casualness. "When I have done one piece I begin the next," he remarked simply to a visitor. In one morning he wrote six of the songs in the Winterreise. He composed nearly 1,000 works in thirteen years; and "at the age when Beethoven had produced one symphony," as Sir George observes, "Schubert had written nine."

* * *

Almost all of the finer Schubert—his tenderness, his candor, his fragrance, his limpidity, his melancholy, his sense of drama—may be found in the B minor Symphony. It was begun in his twenty-sixth year (in October, 1822), and he lived six years longer; yet only the Allegro, the Andante and fragments of the Scherzo survive.

The music is as spontaneous, as sincere, as affecting, as anything he ever wrote. There is grief in it, and protest. Not many things more dolorous are to be found in that insurpassably woeful threnody, likewise in B minor—Tchaikovsky's Pathétique—than the mournful passage in the first movement of the Unfinished where

\(^2\) Equivalent to 8s. 6d., according to Sir George Grove's figuring; or about two dollars.

(Continued on next page)
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**Sigmund Spaeth's Course in Music — Music for Everybody**

*On Sale at Stadium Music Store 25c*

Send for illustrated descriptive Catalogue containing 20 Leisure League books on a variety of topics: Invention, Photography, Gardening, Interior Decoration, Dress Designing, Writing, and many other interesting subjects.

**Leisure League of America, Inc.**

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
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**For Complete Enjoyment of The Concert**

*We Suggest . . .

**Medalist Cigars**

*"If You Please"

*also*

**Medalist Juniors**

*"The Aristocrat of Little Cigars"*

*On Sale at All Stands of the Stadium*
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the wailing phrase sung by the violins is given in imitation by the violas and bassoons. Schubert’s sorrow is graver, more reticent, than Tchaikovsky’s: it has nothing of that anguished abandonment which makes the Finale of the Pathétique so overwhelming to those who can still listen to it with unresentful ears. Yet Schubert’s grieving in certain moments of this Symphony is unmistakable. If Sir George Grove chooses to find here “the history of cruel disappointments and broken hopes,” who can say that the evidence is against him?

Philip Hale, in an incomparable essay on Schubert, published many years ago, did not hesitate to say of the first movement of the B minor that “there is nothing of more complete, well-rounded beauty in the literature of music.”

_Continued on next page_

Intermezzo from the Opera
“Goyescas”
Enrique Granados y Campina

(Born at Lerida, Catalonia, July 29, 1867; died at sea, March 24, 1916)

[Sunday, June 30]

Granados found in the paintings and etchings of Goya, “the soul of Spain.” These pictures, he confided to an interviewer, “were in my heart.”

Mr. Carl van Vechten in his book, _The Music of Spain_, says that “fragments of music took shape in the composer’s brain ... and on paper as a result of the study of Goya’s pictures in the Prado. These
fragments were moulded into piano pieces, and again into an opera. F. Periquet, the librettist, was asked by Granados to fit words to the score."

Granados was quoted as saying, in the winter of 1915-16, that his Goyescas seemed to him "to embody the spirit of Spain, as it is not to be found in tawdry boleros and habaneras, in coarse tambourines and castanets."

Victor de Pontigny wrote of Granados' piano pieces—"named after scenes from Goyas' pictures and episodes from the 'goyesque' period in Madrid"—that they "are an expression, in terms of a highly developed piano technique, of forms and rhythms definitely Spanish."

* * *

Granados' three-act opera, Goyescas, libretto by Fernandos Periquet, was evolved from the music of the like-named piano pieces, with the addition of a new orchestral intermezzo (the work on this program). The opera was produced at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, on January 28, 1916. Granados, who had journeyed to New York to witness the production of his opera, afterward visited other American cities, and in March, 1916, started for his home in Spain. He and his wife were passengers on the English steamer Sussex when the ship was torpedoed in the English Channel on March 24th. Both Granados and his wife were drowned.

* * *

The story of Goyescas has been told as follows: "Rosario, a court lady, stops her sedan chair in a Madrid public square,

(Continued on next page)
where majos and majas flirt and youths toss the pelele (the strawman) in a blanket. Paquito, the torcador, darling of the majas (girls of the lower class) comes up with a flourish to remind the lovely aristocrat of a baile de candil—a candelight ball of the baser sort that she once attended—and to beg her to honor another with her presence. Paquito’s Pepa drives up in her dogcart, overhears, and grows jealous, as does the captain in the Spanish Guards, Don Fernando, Rosario’s lover. Don Fernando tells the bullfighter hastily that he will escort Rosario to the ball. At the ball (Act II) Paquito, goaded by Pepa, and Fernando, the sneering soldier, quarrel, and after a challenge has been issued the captain leaves with his lady. In Rosario’s garden (Act III) Fernando tears himself away from her and disappears in the shadows. Rosario soon hears a cry, and vanishes, to reappear supporting her wounded lover, who dies in her arms on the stone bench to which she guides him.

* * *

Granados, the son of an officer in the Spanish army, studied composition with Pedrell and piano with DeBeriot (in Paris). He became known as a pianist, and gave concerts in various cities of Spain and in France. His first opera, Maria del Carmen, was produced at Madrid in 1898. A virtuoso pianist, he wrote numerous pieces for his instrument, in addition to orchestral suites and a symphonic poem, a choral work (Cant de les Estrelles), chamber-music, and songs. His two books of Goyescas, for piano, named after scenes depicted by Goya, are credited by Mr. J. B. Trend with having “created modern Spanish pianoforte music.”

“Pavane pour une infante défunte”

Maurice Ravel

(Born at Ciboure, Basses-Pyrénées, March 7, 1875; still living)

[Sunday, June 30]

This work was composed by Ravel as a piano piece in 1899, and was first heard in public at a Société Nationale concert on April 5, 1902, played by Ricardo Viñes. Ravel orchestrated the piece in 1910.

The precise significance of the music has long been a subject of dispute. Apparently the “Infante défunte” refers to an Infanta of Spain (or Portugal). Professor F. H. Shera, in his concise and admirable study of Ravel in the Musical Pilgrim series, renders the French title thus: “Pavane for a Dead Infanta.” But whatever Ravel may have had in mind when he composed it, the mood of the music is
unmistakable. It is deeply and tenderly elegiacal, steeped in a sense of the pathos of early death.

* * *

The pavana, (pavane, or pavin), a slow and solemn dance, popular in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, is appropriate to the noble and dolorous sentiment of such an imaginative theme as Ravel may have conceived. In old masquerades, pavans were played as processional music, and were even used at religious ceremonies. Like most early dances, the pavana was sung as well as danced. Morley, in his Plaine and Easie Introduction to Practicall Musicke (1597), spoke of it as "a kind of staide musicke, ordained for grave dauncing, and most commonlie made of three straines, whereof eurie straine is plaid or sung twice... After euer pauan we usaullie set a Galliard."

Ravel's Pavane is classical in form, and is built on the principle of the Rondo. It begins with a modal melody, gravely wistful, harmonized with wan chords from which the third is often absent. A solo horn has the opening and melancholy tune, against sustained notes in the bassoons and broken chords in plucked and muted strings. There is a duet for oboe and bassoon, repeated by the strings, and the flute has a solo. After a climax, the original theme returns in flutes and violins. The scoring is for an orchestra of two flutes, oboe, two clarinets, two bassoons, two horns, harp, and strings.
To knit and spin
was not much fun
When 'twas my sole employment
But now I smoke these Chesterfields
And find it real enjoyment
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RAIN NOTICE

FOR CONCERTS
If grounds are not in satisfactory condition by 7:30 P.M., the concert will be held in the Great Hall of City College.
If it rains before the intermission, the rain check attached to your ticket is good for the next symphonic concert only.
If it rains during or after the intermission, the concert is considered given and the rain check is therefore cancelled.

FOR OPERA
If at 7:30 P.M. the grounds are not in satisfactory condition, a substitute orchestral program will be given in the Great Hall under the direction of Alexander Smallens.
If it rains before 10 P.M., the rain check attached to your ticket is good for the next performance of opera only.
If it rains after 10 P.M., the performance is considered given and the rain check is cancelled.

FOR BALLET
If grounds are not in satisfactory condition by 7:30 P.M., the ballet will be cancelled and a substitute orchestral program will be held in the Great Hall of City College under the direction of Mrs. Henry P. Johnson.
If it rains before the intermission, the rain check attached to your ticket is good for the next ballet only.
If it rains during or after the intermission, the ballet is considered given and the rain check is therefore cancelled.

NOTICE
A green light displayed from the left side of the stage indicates that the rain checks are good for the next symphonic concert, ballet or opera performance. A red light indicates that the concert, ballet or performance of opera is considered given and the rain checks are cancelled.
Faust—Boris—Prince Igor—Carmen begin at 8 P.M. Boheme—Traviata—Tosca at 8:30 P.M.
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I agree with my husband.... it's
"BEER AT ITS BEST"
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The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Symphonic Program-Notes
by
LAWRENCE GILMAN

Piano Concerto in A minor, Op. 16 ............................ Edward Grieg
(Born at Bergen, Norway, June 15, 1843; died there September 4, 1907)

[Wednesday, July 10]

Grieg's only concerto for piano belongs to his twenty-fifth year (he lived to be sixty-four). It was composed in 1868, during a vacation spent in the Danish village of Sollerød. Mr. Henry T. Finck in his book on Grieg remarks upon its "juvenile freshness of invention combined with mature technical skill... It is a model in the way it avoids both of the common defects of being either a symphony with piano accompaniment, or a show-piece for the soloist with orchestra accompaniment." Mr. Finck thought that this concerto "has perhaps done more even than the Peer Gynt Suites to establish the fame of its composer."

* * *

Franz Liszt wrote warmly to Grieg in 1868 concerning his sonata in F for piano and violin, Op. 8, and this praise from the mighty Franz (wholly unsolicited by Grieg) was instrumental in procuring from the Norwegian Government a grant of money which made it possible for Grieg to travel abroad. He was thus enabled to accept the invitation of Liszt to visit him, and in the following year he met Liszt at Rome. In a letter written to his parents, Grieg described as follows his experiences [the translation is from Mr. Finck's enlivening book]:

I had fortunately just received the manuscript of my pianoforte concerto from Leipzig, and I took it with me. Besides myself there were present Winding, Sgambati and a German Lisztite, whose name I do not know, but who goes so far in the aping of his idol that he even wears the gowns of an abbe; add to these a Chevalier de Concilium, and some young ladies of the kind that would like to eat Liszt, skin, hair and all, their adulation is simply comical. ... Winding and I were very anxious to see if he would really play my concerto at sight. I, for my part, considered it impossible; not so Liszt. "Will you play?" he asked, and I made haste to reply: "No, I cannot" (you know I have never practised it). Then Liszt took the manuscript, went to the piano, and said to the assembled guests, with his characteristic smile, "Very well, then, I will show you that I also cannot." With that he began. I admit that he took the first part of the concerto too fast, and the beginning sounded helter-skelter; but later on, when I had a chance to indicate the tempo, he played as only he can play. It is significant that he played the cadenza, the most difficult part, best of all. His demeanor is worth any price to see. Not content with playing, he, at the same time, converses and makes comments, addressing a bright remark now to one, now to another of the assembled guests, nodding significantly to the right or left, particularly when something pleases him. In the Adagio, and still more in the Finale, he reached a climax,

(Continued on next page)
both as to his playing and the praise he had to bestow.

* * *

A really divine episode I must not forget. Toward the end of the Finale the second theme is, as you may remember, repeated in a mighty fortissimo. In the very last measures, when in the first triplets the first tone is changed in the orchestra from G sharp to G, while the piano part, in a mighty scale passage, rushes wildly through the whole reach of the keyboard, he suddenly stopped, rose up to his full height, left the piano, and with big, theartic strides and arms uplifted walked across the large cloister hall, at the same time literally roaring the theme. When he got to the G in question he stretched out his arms imperiously and exclaimed, "G, G, not G sharp! Splendid! That is the real Swedish Banko!" to which he added very softly, as in a parenthesis: "Smetana sent me a

"They don't get your

CARL HUBBELL, New York Giants' star pitcher, a Camel smoker for years: "Camels have flavor plus mildness — a rare combination. 'I'd walk a mile for a Camel!'"

Read below what famous athletes say about Camels

The fact that athletes smoke Camels freely shows how mild Camels are. For athletes put mildness first. As Carl Hubbell says: "Camels are so mild that no matter how many I smoke, they never get my wind or ruffle my nerves."

Bill Mehlhorn, the veteran golfer, George M. Lott, Jr., tennis star, Sam Howard and Susan Vilas, aquatic champions, and George Barker, track star — all agree that Camels do not disturb their nerves or wind.

Why this is important to you!

Because Camels are so mild...made from more costly tobaccos than any other popular brand...you can smoke all you please. And you’ll find that your taste never tires of their appealing flavor.
sample the other day." He went back to the piano, repeated the whole strophe, and finished. In conclusion, he handed me the manuscript, and said in a peculiarly cordial tone: "Fahren Sie fort; ich sage Ihnen, Sie haben das Zeug dazu, und—lassen Sie sich nicht abschrecken!" ["Keep steadily on; I tell you, you have the capability, and do not let them intimidate you."]

This final admonition was of tremendous importance to me; there was something in it that seemed to give it an air of sanctification. At times, when disappointment and bitterness are in store for me, I shall recall his words, and the remembrance of that hour will have a wonderful power to uphold me in days of adversity.

Symphony in D minor. César Franck
(Born at Liège, December 10, 1822; died at Paris, November 8, 1890)

[Wednesday, July 10]

This score—Franck's only published work in the symphonic form—was com-

(Continued on next page)

Wind!” ATHLETES SAY

KEEPING IN "CONDITION" means much to every one in adding to the enjoyment of life. Smoke Camels, the mild cigarette athletes say never upsets the nerves ...or disturbs the wind.

YOU'LL LIKE THEIR MILDNESS TOO!


COSTLIER TOBACCOS!

- Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
  — Turkish and Domestic — than any other popular brand.

(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N.C.
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pleted almost half a century ago; yet it is a significant fact that the work persists in unchallenged pre-eminence as the crown of symphonic art in France—for the French regard it as theirs, even though it was written by a composer born in Liège. There are, of course, other and variously admirable French symphonies besides the outstanding one that was composed by a Belgian—among those of our time, there are the symphonies of Lalo, Saint-Saëns, Magnard, Chausson, Ropartz, Savard, De Wailly, Labey, d’Indy, to name but a few; yet the fact remains that, speaking with rough truth, there is still, for the contemporary concert-world, but one French symphony that is sufficiently compensating to reward inexhaustibly, year after year, the attention of performers and listeners; and that is the D minor Symphony of Franck.

* * *

No doubt it is the wide emotional range, the passionate humanity, that everyone feels at the heart of this music. It is that which makes its address so sure and so constant. Romain Rolland has observed acutely that the moods expressed by Franck are far from being full of unvarying peace and calm. Franck, he realizes, is not always the devout mystic, perpetually serene and rapt. "I ask those who love this music because they find some of their own sadness reflected there," says M. Rolland, "whether they have not felt the secret tragedies that some of his passages unfold—those phrases that seem to rise in supplication to God and often fall back in..."
sadness and in tears? It is not all light in that soul; but the light that is there does not affect us less because it shines from afar."

_Symphony No. 6 ("Pathetic"), in B minor, Op. 74 . . . . P. I. Tchaikovsky_
(Born at Votinsk, Russia, May 7, 1840; died at St. Petersburg, November 6, 1893)

[Saturday, July 13]

Tchaikovsky dreaded with passionate protest what Sir Thomas Browne called "the iniquity of oblivion." He feared the thought of death with a shuddering and increasing terror; and into his most personal and characteristic utterance, the _Pathetic Symphony_ (though not only there), he emptied all the dark troubles of his heart—all that he knew of anguished apprehension and foreboding, of grief that is unassuageable, of consternation and despair. He never divulged the meaning of this singularly affecting music, but its purport is unmistakable. Its burden is the infinite sadness of human life and the crushing finitude of death.

This music is saturated with the precise emotion which moved Edgar Allan Poe when he wrote his _Dream Within a Dream_:

I stand amid the roar
Of a surf-tortured shore,
And I hold within my hand
Grains of the golden sand:
How few! Yet how they creep
Through my fingers to the deep,
While I weep, while I weep!
O God! Can I not grasp
Them with a tighter clasp?
O God! Can I not save
One from the pitiless wave?
Is all that we see or seem
But a dream within a dream?

(Continued on next page)

---

**HANS HOFMANN**
**SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS**
137 East 57th Street, New York City

**HARRY HOLTZMAN**
conducts morning, afternoon and evening classes at the school in New York City.

**HANS HOFMANN**
conducts his summer session at Provincetown, Massachusetts.

Courses in drawing and painting.
Further information upon request.

---

"I gladly congratulate Steinway & Sons upon their new, surprising, and wonderful achievement."

So wrote Paderewski, beloved among pianists, soon after he had first heard and played the new Steinway with Accelerated Action. . . . And, in the opinion of teachers, artists, musicians generally, it is not too much to say that Accelerated Action alters completely all previous conceptions of piano sensitivity.

Briefly, the new Steinway Accelerated Action permits an incredibly swift response to the most delicate touch. All playing is more precise, technically more accurate, and requires less effort for student and accomplished musician alike. The lovely Steinway tone is now beautiful beyond anything yet approached even in other Steinways.

Steinway prices have not been raised above their low level.

In New York City, a new Steinway can be obtained only from Steinway & Sons, at Steinway Hall, 109 West Fifty-seventh Street.

For temporary use, Steinway pianos may be rented at very reasonable prices.
A SKYROCKET IN
FOURTH OF JULY WEEK-ENDS!
LAKE CHODIKEE
COUNTRY CLUB
HIGHLAND, N.Y.
The romantic lodge with all modern accommoda-
tions, less than two hours from New York.

NIGHTS OF GAIETY
Broadway Acts, Dramas, Revues, Talkies, Camp-
fires, Bridge, Concerts, Around the Samovar,
Amateur Nights, Bohemian Nights, etc.

DAYS OF FUN
Tennis, Bowling, Fishing, Golfing, Baseball,
Saddle Horses, Basketball, Handball, Boating,
Swimming, Hiking, Gymnasium, etc.

Unexcelled Cuisine by Famous Caterer

RATES:
Bungalows $25 and $27.50 per week
Main house: Small additional charge

Write for Illustrated Booklet
CHANIN BLDG., 122 EAST 42nd STREET
Caledonia 5-1421

---
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Tschaikovsky, like the ancient poets of
China believed that "to feel, and in order
to feel, to express, all that is poignant and
sensitive in man, is in itself a sufficient end";
and much of that poignancy, that
sensibility, he imprisoned in music that is
indeed in itself a sufficient end: music that
is full of the sense of human evanescence
— "the pathos of life and death, the long
embrace, the hand stretched out in vain,
the moment that glides forever away into
the shadow of the haunted past."

---

The Lido: Symphonic Sketch

Theodore Cella

(Born at Philadelphia, November 3, 1896; now
living in New York)

[Saturday, July 13]

Mr. Cella has kindly contributed the fol-
lowing note:

"This composition is an orchestral im-
pression of The Lido, Venice. It is in one
movement, and is scored for an orchestra
of two flutes, one piccolo, two oboes, two
clarinets, three bassoons, four horns, four
trumpets, three trombones, one tuba, one
harp, timpani, cymbals, strings. The music,
beginning fortissimo, 4/4, is intended to
suggest The Lido at bathing time. The
middle movement, andante, is an impres-
sion of The Lido at night. The last part
is The Lido at carnival time.

"The composer studied composition and
piano with Ettore Martini. He was a
member of the Boston Symphony Orchestra
under Karl Muck, and later became a
member of the Philharmonic. Among his
works are the following: Through the
Pyrenees, performed for the first time by
Sir Thomas Beecham, with the Philhar-
monic, at Carnegie Hall, April 14, 1932.
Carnival, conducted by the composer at

---

WESERMANN'S BOOKSTORE
13 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK
Since 1848
The center of information for Literature, Arts
and Sciences, in all Foreign Languages.
Books and magazines on all subjects.
Telephone: BRyant 9-5635

---

ALL the great composers
and their works, ALL the
great conductors and their
careers,
are recorded and critically
analyzed in

GROVE'S
Dictionary of Music and
Musicians

"Standard of the Music World
for Forty Years!"

6 vols., now only . . $18.00
all bookstores MACMILLAN
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Prelude to "The Afternoon of a Faun" 

Claude Debussy

(Born at St. Germain, France, August 22, 1862; 
died at Paris, March 26, 1918)

[Saturday, July 13]

Stéphane Mallarmé wrote his eclogue, L’Après-midi d’un Faune, in 1876, and published it in the same year. It has been characterized as "a famous miracle of un-intelligibility." Yet the almost equally famous digest of it contrived by that master of English prose, the late Edmund Gosse, is as lucid and unperplexing as if Mallarmé’s original had never provoked the indisposing epithet "cryptic." Here is Mr. Gosse’s paraphrase of the poem:

"A faun—a simple, sensuous, passionate being—wakens in the forest at daybreak and tries to recall his experience of the previous afternoon. Was he the fortunate recipient of an actual visit from nymphs, white and golden goddesses, divinely tender and indulgent? Or is the memory he seems to retain nothing but the shadow of a vision, no more substantial than the "arid rain" of notes from his own flute? He cannot tell. Yet surely there was, surely there is, an animal whiteness among the brown reeds of the lake that shines out yonder. Were they, are they, swans? No! But Naiads plunging? Perhaps! Vague and vague grows the impression of this delicious experience. He would resign his woodland godship to retain it. A garden of lilies, golden-headed, white-stalked, be-

[Continued on next page]
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hind the trellis of red roses? Ah! the effort is too great for his poor brain. Perhaps if he selects one lily from the garth of lilies, one benign and beneficent yorder of her cup to thirsty lips, the memory, the ever-receding memory, may be forced back. So when he has glutted upon a bunch of grapes, he is wont to toss the empty skins into the air and blow them out in a visionary greediness. But no, the delicious hour grows vaguer; experience or dream, he will never know which it was. The sun is warm, the grasses yielding; and he curls himself up again, after worshipping the efficacious star of wine, that he may pursue the dubious ecstasy into the more hopeful boksages of sleep."

* * *

Debussy composed his prelude in 1892, and it was performed for the first time at a concert of the Société Nationale in Paris, December 23, 1894. He has told us what he aimed to do in his treatment of the poem:

"The music of this prelude," he wrote, "is a very free illustration of the beautiful poem of Stéphane Mallarmé. It makes no pretensions whatever to being a synthesis of the poem. It projects rather a changing background for the dreams and desires of the Faun in the heat of that summer afternoon, as, weary from pursuing the frightened Nymphs and Naiads he falls into a wine-drugged sleep, free at last to enjoy every bounties that he had craved of Nature."

Symphony No. 6, in F major ("Pastoral"). Op. 68

Ludwig van Beethoven
(Born at Bonn, December 16, 1770; died at Vienna, March 26, 1827)

[Sunday, July 14]

Berlioz, that ideal program-annotator, has given us the following inimitable synopsis of the Pastoral Symphony:

FIRST MOVEMENT
["Cheerful impressions awakened by arrival
(Continued on page 22)"]
OVERTURES and UNDERTONES

by JOAN KLEIN

WE HAVE a very strong suspicion that "Artistic" is the modern Sorcerer's apprentice. The things they've managed to do about controlling those precocious little roles and bulges of fat that mar the rhythm of your figure is nothing short of black magic. "Flexees," featuring "Twin Control," an Artistic patent, are the garments they use for this wizardry. This unique feature allows your figure to "give" only where it is good form, flattens and holds you with comfortable control and produces that smooth flowing line that is dear to the heart of every maiden. What's more, Flexees stay put, never ride up, and wash over and over again without stretching or losing their shape. "Molds-by Flexees" are another triumph for Artistic. They have no openings, you just slide into them, and they won't ride up or roll down. You can get them at the better stores and they're priced from $1 to $5.

* * *

AFTER giving the best years of my life to the study of coffee and worrying over and over about what is what in it, I disconcertingly discovered that the essential equipment of even the experts is . . . what do you think? . . . they just know what they like. Martinson's coffee is one of the favorites and it's probably because Joseph Martinson, the maker of that famous coffee, refuses to succumb to this age of mechanization and turn over the blending of his coffee to subordinates. He selects coffees from all parts of the world and blends them personally. He likes to feel that he is a coffee blender first and after that a business man. To my own taste it is the perfection of coffees but that means nothing more than that I like it.

* * *

JOSE ITURBI, the great Spanish pianist, who continues to astound his audiences from coast to coast with his genius, said enthusiastically about Baldwin Pianos, "At last we have a perfect piano." In choosing his piano, the artist is influenced by two things . . . touch and tone. These qualities, Iturbi finds, are built into these fine instruments. The superb qualities of a Baldwin are the result of skilled and experienced artisans. Powers behind the throne are these "artists in overalls," who compose symphonies in wood, steel and felts. These men in the background play an important part in piano performance, for regardless of his artistry an artist can only bring out of an instrument those qualities which are inherent in it.

* * *

ONE of the greatest tributes I can pay the Russian Tea Room and Restaurant at 150 West 57th Street is that, if I find that I am to dine alone, I know of no place I would rather go. It's one of the town's most comfortable and charming places and they do serve delicious Russian and French food. While your reveling in the delights of their cooking and partaking of their fine imported wines and liquors, it's comforting to know that you are doing it surrounded by the most renowned artists in the literary and music world who make this famous place their rendezvous.

* * *

IF YOU were unable to gain admission to any of the Town Hall Endowment Series events this past season, don't say we didn't warn you. Now we are letting you know that the same distinguished concert series is at present accepting reservations for the 1935-36 season, and you'd better subscribe soon if you want choice locations. Scheduled are John Charles Thomas, La Argentina, Kirsten Flagstad, Andres Segovia, Efrem Zimbalist, Harold Bauer and the Manhattan String Quartet in joint recital and Artur Schnabel, Emanuel Feuermann and Bronislaw Huberman in joint recital. They further promise us that negotiations are under way for the American debut of "a dazzling coloratura soprano with a glorious high E and a trill recalling Melba's." It's all pretty exciting and I'd suggest that you get your subscription early.

* * *

NOT so many weeks ago we asked a gourmet how he rated or gauged a good hostess. Like a shot his answer came back, "By her salads and hors d'oeuvres." Life being like that we feel it our patent duty to divulge the name of the aristocrat of all hors d'oeuvres, Romanoff Caviar. Plus the fact that it is a life saver for hostesses who are driven into fine frenzies in an effort to make that luncheon or dinner perfect, Romanoff Caviar is the most provocative of appetizers and has a rich and nutritive food value.
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Just Published!
By
Mischa Levitzki

VALSE TZIGANE
(Gypsy Waltz)

PIANO SOLO . . . . $ .50
VIOLIN and PIANO . . . .60

Selections, piano music, any grade, all publishers, sent on approval.

HAROLD FLAMMER INC.
10 EAST 43rd STREET, NEW YORK

HAVE YOU HEARD?
ANSLEY DYNAPHONE

THE IDEAL RADIO-PHONOGRAPHER COMBINATION WITH THE ANSLEY-CRYSTAL PICK-UP

- it's easy on your records
- it's famous for its tone
- it works on AC and DC
- it has short waves
- it has six tubes
- it's preferred by music lovers
- it's owned by musicians

HEAR ONE AT
Ansley Radio Corp. .100 W. 57th St.
Elaine Music Co. . 9 E. 46th St.
G. Schirmer, Inc. . 3 E. 43rd St.
Gramophone Shop, Inc. .15 E. 48th St.
Haynes Griffin .373 Madison Ave.
N. Y. Band Instr. Co. .111 E. 14th St.

STADIUM SEASON
THE PHILHARMONIC-SCHERZER
Jose Iturbi,

WEDNESDAY
(Program subject to change)

1. GRIEG
   I. Morning Mood
   II. Asse's Death
   III. Anitra's Dance
   IV. In the Hall of the Mountain King

2. GRIEG
   Concerto
   I. Allegro molto moderato
   II. Adagio
   III. Allegro moderato molto e marcato
   Pianist: INTE

3. FRANCK
   I. Lento—Allegro non troppo
   II. Allegretto
   III. Allegro non troppo

Steinway is the official piano of the Stadium Concerts and all instruments are amplified by internal equipment (Program continues)

It's Smart to Wear Young's-Stein
Cool Straw or Plastic Young's

Young's Straws $1.55 up at STETSON
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PROGRAMS
OF 1935
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
i, Conducting

Saturday, July 10, at 8:30
(no change without notice)

Suite from “Peer Gynt,” No. 1

Kreisler String No. 4 in A minor for Piano and Orchestra, Op. 16

Concerto No. 4 in E major for Piano and Orchestra

Jose Iturbi

Baldwin

Stadium Pianos
20 East 54th St.

THE SENSATIONAL FOUR-STAR HIT.
—MANTLE, DAILY NEWS

THE CHILDREN’S HOUR
34th Week!

“THE SEASON’S BEST PLAY, AN AUDACIOUS MASTERPIECE.”
—HAMMOND, HERALD-TRIBUNE

“THE MOST SENSATIONAL PLAY IN NEW YORK.”
—TIME MAGAZINE

Nights Orch. $2 & $3. Balc. 50c, $1, $1.50, $2
Matinees Wed. & Sat. 50c to $2
MAXINE ELLIOTT’S THEA., 39th St., L. of B’way
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Maiden Form BRASSIERES
FOR PERFECT
Harmony
OF
CONTROL

PRELUDE
For fashionable uplift
and a slight natural
separation between
the breasts—prelude!
Little stitched "petals"
under the breasts give
firm uplift support to
the bust—without the
harmful use of stays!

OVERTURE
Stitching Alone Does it

At All
Leading
Stores
$1.00
and
$1.50

The
Maiden
Form Label
Identifies
the
Genuine

There's a Maiden Form Brassiere For Every Type of Figure!

MAIDEN FORM BRASSIERE CO., INC.
NEW YORK, N.Y.

Liszt once observed that
"in listening to Schubert, one
is never betrayed into exclaiming 'how clever', but very often,
'how poetical, how beautiful,
how intensely Schubert.'"

Likewise, the success of Martinson's Coffee was never won by clever
selling phrases, but by intrinsic merit
and the character of its maker.

SCHUBERT

MARTINSON'S COFFEE
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THURSDAY, JULY 11, at 8:00 — FRIDAY, JULY 12, at 8:00
(In case of rain the opera performance will be postponed until the following night and a substitute orchestral program under the direction of Alexander Smallens will be performed in the Great Hall.)

BORIS GODOUNOFF
Music Drama by MODEST MOUSSORGSKY
In Four Acts
Based on an Historical Drama by Poushkin
(In Russian)

CAST
(In order of their appearance)

POLICE OFFICER ........................................ Carl Formes
TSCHELKALOV ........................................... Alexis Tcherkassky
SCHUSKY ................................................ Ivan Velikanoff
BORIS GODOUNOFF, Regent of Russia .............. George Dubrovsky
DMITRI ..................................................... Ivan Ivantzoff
BROTHER PIMEN ....................................... Vasily Romakoﬀ
THE INNKEEPER ....................................... Dora Boshoer
VARLAAM ............................................... Michail Shevtz
MISSAIL ................................................ Joseph Kalini
XENIA, daughter of Boris ................................ Marguerite Hawkins
FEODOR, his son ....................................... Elena Shvedova
THE NURSE .............................................. Nadine Fedora
THE BOYAR ............................................. James Spivak
MARINA .................................................. Jeanne Palmer
A SIMPLETON .......................................... Myron Taylor
FIRST JESUIT .......................................... Stephen Sleboushkin
SECOND JESUIT ....................................... Alexis Tcherkassky

Boyars, Soldiers, Peasants, Beggars, Pilgrims, Guards, Populace, etc.

Conductor, ALEXANDER SMALLENS
Stage Manager, EUGENE SHASTAN

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT I. Scene 1—The Great Square within the Kremlin,
Scene 2—The Square between the Two Cathedrals of the Assumption and of the Archangels (Coronation).
Scene 3—Cell of Pimenn in the Monastery of Miracles.

ACT II. Scene 1—An Inn on the Frontier of Lithuania.
Scene 2—Apartment of the Czar in the Kremlin at Moscow.
Scene 3—Garden of the Castle of Miehek.

ACT III. The Forest of Krovm.
ACT IV. The Hall of the Duma in the Kremlin.

The entire production is under the supervision of and furnished by
THE ART OF MUSICAL RUSSIA, INC.
Ivan Ivantzoff, President

(Program continued on page 21)
MODERN FURNITURE

designed...built...sold
by America's outstanding
modern establishment!

Where but at Modernage can you view such
an extensive showing of modern furniture for
living room, bedroom, dining room? Or obtain
such authentic decorative counsel... without
obligation? Typical of Modernage design and
value are the illustrated pieces. A special dis-
count of 2% will be allowed Stadium Con-
cert-goers who bring in this advertisement.

Modernage
162 East 33rd St.
Designers & Makers of Modern Furniture

OPEN
Mon. & Wed.
till 8, Sat. 6

A Symphony
OF LYRICAL CURVES

A Flexees foundation is a prelude to perfection... the
way to a smooth figure performance. Fashioned of Lastex,
Flexees hold you in amazingly—providing complete con-
trol with perfect comfort. Your figure becomes an un-
broken rhythm of molded lines, without a roll or a bulge
anywhere. $5 to $25 at the leading stores.

Flexees

"TWIN CONTROL" for the Slender or
Average Figure

"SUPER CONTROL" for the Mature and
Stately Figure

Little Classics
At Little Prices

Molds

Light and cool, Molds are made of Lastex in a
lace-mesh weave. Combinations, girdles,
paniers and bodices.
$1. to $5.
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SPINET GRAND
BY MATHUSHEK

MUSIC LOVERS
appreciate and demand this charming, distinctive, modern Grand Piano, in its fascinating Spinnet design. Lovely tone—a fine piano, with finest Grand Action. Fits in space of a sofa, decorates but does not dominate your living room.

>Select Yours Now. Call. Booklet sent. Only Mathushek makes the "Spinnet Grand."

MATHUSHEK 14 EAST 39ST OFF 5th Av. N.Y.

(Program continued from page 19)

SATURDAY, JULY 13, at 8:30
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony No. 6, in B minor ("Pathétique")
I. Adagio—Allegro non troppo—Andante—Allegro vivo
II. Allegro con grazia
III. Allegro molto vivace
IV. Finale: Adagio lamentoso

INTERMISSION

2. CELLA
Symphonic Sketch: "The Lido"
( Conducted by the Composer )
( First time in New York )

3. DEBUSSY
Prelude to "The Afternoon of a Faun"

4. LISZT
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2

SUNDAY, JULY 14, at 8:30
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. BEETHOVEN
Symphony No. 6 ("Pastorale"), in F major, Op. 68
I. Cheerful impressions awakened by arrival in the country
   ( Allegro ma non troppo )
II. Scene by the brook
   ( Andante molto moto )
III. Merry gathering of country-folk
   ( Allegro )
IV. Thunderstorm: tempest
   ( Allegro )
V. Shepherds' Song: glad and grateful feelings after the storm
   ( Allegretto )

INTERMISSION

2. WAGNER
Prelude to "Lohengrin"

3. SAINT-SAENS
Prelude to "The Deluge"

4. DELIBES
Suite from "Coppélia"

(Program continued on page 23)

MOSCOW THEATRE FESTIVAL
SEPT. 1 to 10

Third Annual Festival...greater than ever in scope and power. Nine evening and five matinee performances, ranging from Rimsky-Korsakoff's Sadko to Pogodin's Aristocrats, from the Jewish Theatre's King Lear to Tairov's Egyptian Nights. The entire ten days in Moscow, including all expenses, cost only $65, Third Class! For illustrated booklet and full information, see your local agent or

545 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK INTOURIST INC
U. S. Representative of The Travel Company of the U. S. S. R.
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The Sixth Town Hall
Endowment Series—1935-1936
New York’s Most
Distinguished Concert Series

John Charles Thomas*
Baritone
Sun. Aft., Oct. 27

La Argentina
Spanish Dancer
Thurs. Eve., Nov. 14

Kirsten Flagstad
Soprano
Sat. Eve., Dec. 21

Andres Segovia*
World’s Greatest Guitarist
Wed. Eve., Jan. 22

Joint Recital†
Artur Schnabel, Pianist
Bronislaw Huberman, Violinist
Emanuel Feuermann, ‘Cellist
Fri. Eve., Feb. 7

Efrem Zimbalist†
Violinist
Wed. Eve., Feb. 19

Harold Bauer, Pianist and
Manhattan String Quartet†
Joint Recital
Wed. Eve., Mar. 11

Fri., Eve., Nov. 29 — To Be Announced —
Negotiations are under way for the American debut of a “dazzling coloratura soprano with a glorious high E and a trill recalling Melba’s.” In any case, an artist of distinction will appear.

PRICES (for the series of eight concerts):
Balc., $8, $10.50 (sold out), $14. Orch., $14, $17.50, $20 (Tax Exempt). For best locations send reservations at once (payable before October 1, 1935) to Box 4, Town Hall, 123 West 43rd St., N. Y. C. BRyant 9-2636.

SYMPHONIC PROGRAM-NOTES
(Continued from page 14)
in the country”: Allegro ma non troppo, F major, 2-4"

“This astonishing landscape seems as if it were the joint work of Poussin and Michael Angelo. The composer of Fidelio and of the Eroica wishes in this symphony to depict the tranquility of the country and the peaceful life of shepherds. The herdsmen begin to appear in the fields, moving about with their usual nonchalant gait; their pipes are heard afar and near. Ravishing phrases caress your ears deliciously, like perfumed morning breezes. Flocks of chattering birds fly overhead; and now and then the atmosphere seems laden with vapors; wavy clouds flit across the face of the sun, then suddenly disappear, and its rays flood the fields and woods with torrents of dazzling splendor. These are the images evoked in my mind by hearing this movement; and I fancy that, in spite of the vagueness of instrumental expression, many listeners will receive the same impressions.

SECOND MOVEMENT
[“Scene by the Brook”]: Andante molto motto, B-flat major, 12-8]

“Next is a movement devoted to con-

(Continued on page 24)
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"AWAKE AND SING!"
By CLIFFORD ODETS
Eves. $2.75-$1.10 Mats. $2.20-55c
Belasco THEA., 44th St., E. of Bway. Eves. 8:45. Mats. Thurs. & Sat.

'WAITING for LEFTY' and 'TILL THE DAY I DIE'
2 Plays by CLIFFORD ODETS
Eves. $1.65-40c Mats. $1.10-40c

(Program continued from page 21)

MONDAY EVENING, JULY 15, at 8:30
TUESDAY EVENING, JULY 16, at 8:30
(In case of rain the ballet performance will be postponed until the following night and a substitute orchestral program under the direction of Alexander Smallens will be performed in the Great Hall.)

FOKINE BALLET

I
"Night on Bald Mountain" Moussorgsky

(Orchestra)

II
"CLEOPATRA"
Ballet by MICHEL FOKINE
Music by Arensky, Rimsky-Korsakoff, Glazounoff, Taniew and Moussorgsky
Scenery after Maquette by L. Bakst

Taor Edna Veralle
Amun Paul Haakon
Cleopatra Winona Bimboni
Slave Betty Eisner
Slave George Church
Priest Vladimir Valentinoiff

Bacchante: Dorothy Denton, Dorothy Hall.

(Program continued on page 25)

ENJOY DELIGHTFUL COOLNESS while partaking of the world's finest food and drink ... at

REUBENS 6 East 58
Luncheon 75c up • Dinner $1 up
"FROM A SANDWICH TO A NATIONAL INSTITUTION"
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temptation. Beethoven, without doubt, created this admirable adagio [sic] while reclining on the grass, his eyes uplifted, ears intent, fascinated by the thousand varying hues of light and sound, looking at and listening at the same time to the white scintillating ripple of the brook that breaks its waves over the pebbles of its shores. How delicious this music is!

THIRD MOVEMENT

["Merry Gathering of Country-folk"; Allegro. F major, 3-4]

"In this movement the poet leads us into the midst of a joyous reunion of peasants. We are aware that they dance and laugh, at first with moderation; the oboe plays a gay air, accompanied by a bassoon, which apparently can sound but two notes. Beethoven doubtless intended thus to evoke the picture of some good old German peasant, mounted on a cask, and playing a dilapidated old instrument, from which he can draw only one notes in the key of F, the dominant and the tonic. Every time the oboe strikes up its musette-like tune, fresh and gay as a young girl dressed in her Sunday clothes, the old bassoon comes in puffing his two notes; when the melodic phrase modulates, the bassoon is silent perfonce, counting patiently his rests until the return of the

(Continued on page 26)
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Fauns: Eugene Loring, Olaf.
Jewesses: Selma Schwarz and Miriam Weiskopf, Clarice Sitomer, Betty Jane Smith, Thelma Horowitz.
Ghazies: Vera Vaulkenou, Assia Wilde, Tousia Say, Jean Dolova.
Egyptians: Jean Yamoujinsky, Artur Frederix, David Worthman, Streshreff.
Cleopatra's Suite, Soldiers, Musicians, Slaves, etc.

INTERMISSION

III

"LES SYLPHIDES"

Reverie Romantique by MICHEL FOKINE

Music by CHOPIN

Nocturne: Dorothy Hall, Dorothy Denton, Edna Veralle, Paul Haakon.

Valse: Edna Veralle.
Mazurka: Paul Haakon.
Prelude: Dorothy Hall.
Mazurka: Dorothy Denton.
Valse: Dorothy Hall and Paul Haakon.
Valse Brilliante: Entire Company.

INTERMISSION

IV

Overture, "The Russian Easter" ........................................................................................................ Rimsky-Korsakov (Orchestra)

V

"RUSSIAN TOYS"

A Comedy Ballet by MICHEL FOKINE

Music by RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF

Boy: Paul Haakon.
Girl: Winona Bimboni.
Girls: Dorothy Denton, Dorothy Hall, Nell Bilz.

Conductor, ALEXANDER SMALLENS

"SCIENTIFICALLY COOLED"

Caruso

Restaurants
Luncheon Dinner
Choice Wines and Liqueurs

130 WEST 42nd ST.
125 WEST 45th ST.
38-40 WEST 33rd ST.
230 WEST 34th ST.
46 CORTLANDT ST.
Newark: 124 Market St.
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BEETHOVEN
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first 4 rows in balcony. $8.80—Balance front bal-
cony and entire rear balcony. $5.50 (tax included).
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Management NBC ARTISTS SERVICE
George Engles, Director
RCA Bldg., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
(Steinway Piano)

CARNegie HALL
RUSSIAN TEA ROOM
RESTAURANT, INC.
After the Concert . . . Specially
Prepared Blue Plates . . . Wines
and Liquors Served in Our New
COCKTAIL BAR
Popular Prices
150 WEST 57TH STREET
Comfortably Cool Temperature

CAMP TAMI MENT
the playground for adults in the Poconos
NIGHTS of sparkling entertainment, talking
pictures, musical and dramatic programs
directed by Mac Liebman.
SPORTS — Seventeen fast tennis courts,
handball, 100 boats and canoes, swimming in
private lake, saddle horses.
Daily Lectures by Authorities.
$29 weekly, de luxe cabins at small extra charge.
TAMI MENT PENNSYLVANIA
New York Office: 7 East 15th Street
ALgonquin 4-6878
Booklet on request

UNCAS LODGE
UNCASVILLE, CONN.
9th SUCCESSFUL SEASON
A charming, unpretentious, modern adult camp
and 166-acre old New England farm. An ideal
retreat for lovers of rustic beauty.
• Private Twin Lakes.
• 3 Clay Tennis Courts.
• Saddle Horses and Golf
nearby.
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• Socials, Theatricals,
Camaraderie.
RATES FOR JULY
$22.50 Per Week $3.50 Per Day
Camp Phone: Norwich 1858 Ring 5
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original key permits him to come in with
his imperturbable F, C, F. This effect, so
charmingly grotesque, generally fails to be
noticed by the public.
The dance becomes animated, noisy,
furious. The rhythm changes; a melody
of grosser character, in duple time, an-
nounces the arrival of the mountaineers
with their heavy sabots. The section in
triple time returns, still more lively. The
dance becomes a medley, a rush; the
women's hair begins to fall over their
shoulders, for the mountaineers have
brought with them a bibulous gayety.
There is clapping of hands, shouting; the
peasants run, they rush madly . . . when
a muttering of thunder in the distance
causes a sudden fright in the midst of the
dance. Surprise and consternation seize
the dancers, and they seek safety in flight.

FOURTH MOVEMENT
["Thunderstorm, tempest": Allegro F minor,
4-4]
"I despair of being able to give an idea
of this prodigious movement. It must be
heard in order to appreciate the degree of
truth and sublimity which descriptive
music can attain in the hands of a man like
Beethoven. Listen to those gusts of wind,
laden with rain; those sepulchral groan-
ings of the basses; those shrill whistles of
the piccolo, which announce that a fearful
tempest is about to burst. The hurricane
approaches, swells; an immense chromatic
streak, starting from the highest notes of
the orchestra, goes burrowing down into

WINE • DINE • DANCE
New York's Glamorous Scandinavian Cabaret
3 Shows Nightly Air Cooled
THE WIVEL
254 WEST 54th STREET
Famous for its Swedish hors d'oeuvres
its lowest depths, seizes the basses, carries them along, and ascends again, writhing like a whirlwind, which levels everything in its passage. Then the trombones burst forth; the thunder of the *timpans* redoubles its fury. It is no longer merely a wind and rain storm: it is a frightful cataclysm, the universal deluge, the end of the world. Truly, this produces vertigo, and many persons listening to this storm do not know whether the emotion they experience is pleasure or pain.

**Fifth Movement**

["Shepherds' Song. Glad and grateful feelings after the storm"; *Allegretto*, F major, 6-8]

"The symphony ends with a hymn of gratitude. Then everything smiles. The shepherds reappear; they answer each other on the mountain, recalling their scattered flocks; the sky is serene; the torrents cease to flow; calmness returns, and with it the rustic songs, whose gentle melodies bring repose to the soul after the consternation produced by the magnificent horror of the previous picture."


* * *

For Beethoven, the "Return to Nature" was no deliberately romantic sophistication. To his devout and passionate spirit it was a resort as spontaneous and naive and profound as the inclination of the mediaeval mystic's soul toward God. He sincerely and piously believes that wisdom broods upon the hills and in the long forest aisles;

(Continued on next page)
SENSE APPEAL
AND
CENTS APPEAL

As a place to live in, The Mayflower Hotel appeals to those who seek the niceties of a quiet, residential environment, as well as economy in cost. Facing Central Park, convenient to Carnegie Hall, theatres and other cultural centers.

Newly furnished one room apartments with serving pantry, for 2 persons, from $80 monthly. Unfurnished 1 room apartments, on lease, from $70 a month. 2 rooms from $110.

HORTON’S
ICE CREAM

The fine flavors . . .
Pure ingredients and Smooth Texture in

HORTON’S
ICE CREAM

have made it America’s favorite since 1851

• Served at the Stadium •
much-thumbed volume of Sturm’s *Lehr und Erbauungs Buch* this passage: “One might rightly denominate Nature the school of the heart; she clearly shows us our duties towards God and our neighbor. Hence, I wish to become a disciple of this school and to offer Him my heart. Desirous of instructions, I would seek after that wisdom which no disillusionment can confute; I would gain a knowledge of God, and through this knowledge I shall obtain a foretaste of celestial felicity.” Beethoven himself wrote to the Baroness Droszdick that he was convinced of the fact that “no one loves country life as I do. It is as if every tree and every bush could understand my mute enquiries and respond to them.” A dozen years before his death he exclaimed: “Almighty God, in the woods I am blessed. Happy every one in the woods. Every tree speaks through Thee. O God! What glory in the woodland! On the heights is peace—peace to serve Him.” Sir George Grove records a tradition that Beethoven refused to take possession of an engaged lodging because there were no trees near the house. “How is this? Where are your trees?” “We have none.”—“Then the house won’t do for me. I love a tree more than a man.” Charles Neate, the British musician who knew Beethoven, told Thayer, the master’s biographer, that Nature was “his [Beethoven’s] nourishment.”

**To the music of the Pastoral Symphony Beethoven transferred his delight in the**

*(Continued on page 31)*

“Sing for the joy of singing”

**FRIENDS OF SONG**

**CHORAL SOCIETY**

*MAX PERSIN, Director*
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beauty of the world. Back of its charming and ingenious picturing of rural scenes and incidents and encounters—its brookside idyls, its merrymaking and thunderstorms and shepherds’ hymns; back of the element of profound emotional speech connoted by Beethoven’s slightly self-conscious deprecation about his music being “more an expression of feeling than portraiture”—back of all these more evident aspects, rises the image of a poet transfixed by the immortal spectacle, and recording his awe and tenderness in songs that cannot help being canticles of praise.

* * *

How lovely the music is at its best! Did Beethoven ever write anything fresher, more captivating, than the themes of the First Movement—whether or not they are derivations from Syrian and Carinthian folk tunes? And you will search far in his works before you find anything so simply contrived, yet so delectable, as that modulation from B flat to D in the 163d measure, with the entrance of the oboe on A above the F sharp of the first violins.

* * *

As you listen to this lucid and lovely music, full of sincerity and candor and sweet gravity, you may recall the folk tale of the old man who could always be found at sunrise looking seaward through the shadow of the woods, with his white locks blowing in the wind that rose out of the dawn; and who, being asked why he was not at his prayers, replied: “Every morning like this I take off my hat to the beauty of the world.”
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Mrs. Thomas W. Lameot  
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S. H. Lanier  
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Miss Louise Marie Laton  
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Mrs. Rebecca Lebowitz  
James M. Lehmler  
Arthur Lehman  
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Margaret Levine  
Mrs. David Levy  
Leo Levy  
Dr. Walter Howard Levy  
Hon. Samuel D. Levy  
Mrs. G. L. Lewis  
Adolphus Littauer  
Miss Irene Lewisohn  
Samantha Lewisohn  
Mrs. Alfred F. Lichtenstein  
H. G. L. Lieber  
Albert W. von Lilienthal  
W. L. Lipman  
Mrs. Arthur Lipper  
Capt. J. Paul Lloyd  
John E. Lockwood  
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Mrs. Max Emanuel Hoeb  
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Andrew W. Loeb  
William I. Loeb  
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Mrs. Elmer H. Loomis  
Dr. H. L. Lorber  
Mrs. William G. Lord  
Arthur Lorch  
John O. Lussenden  
William T. Lusk  
William M. Lybrand  
J. M. Richardson Lyth  
Mrs. T. D. Macmillan  
Mrs. Charles P. F. McCann  
Philip J. McCook  
Mrs. James W. McCloskey  
Frederick S. McKay  
Mrs. W. Ward McVicker  
Miss Ellen Maculey  
Mrs. Clarence E. Mack  
Mrs. Phelps E. Mack, Jr.  
F. W. Macilwanan  
Charles Madison  
Dr. E. Maurice  
Dr. E. Johnson  
Mrs. Donald Harrington  
Carl L. Marek  
Miss P. E. Marquand  
James Marshall  
Dr. D. E. Martell  
Mrs. H. L. Martin  
Miss Ada Mason  
Mrs. Joseph W. Martin  
Sidney Max  
Miss Gladys Maxwell  
J. V. May  
A. Wilfred May  
Mrs. Morton H. Meinhard  
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Mrs. Frederick Mele-Smith  
Mrs. Manton B. Metcalf  
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Harry G. Meyer  
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Mrs. Henry P. Mitchell  
Mrs. Harriet E. Moore  
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Misses Ira Nelson Morris  
Mrs. Paul Morton  
Dr. Eli Mosechowitz  
Mrs. Henry L. Moses  
Mrs. T. W. Moses  
Mrs. Henry Moskowitz  
Mrs. J. B. Mott  
Carl L. Muller  
Miss Clara Murdock  
John B. Nash  
Mrs. Elia Naumburg  
William Naumburg  
Mrs. Henry Necasumler  
Carlton Newcomb  
Miss N. I. Newcomer  
New York Foundation  
Mrs. Acosta Nichols  
Lanfear B. Norris  
Mrs. C. J. Nourse, Jr.  
Gustaf A. Nyden  
Miss Mildred Oat  
Floyd B. Odlum  
Mrs. J. K. Olyphant, Jr.  
Mrs. Charles J. Oppenheim  
Mrs. William Oshorn  
Edward R. Otheman  
Pace Press, Inc.  
Mrs. Charles Labropoule  
Mrs. William Paisley  
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Mrs. Joseph Parsons  
William H. Parsons  
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Mrs. F. Livingston Pell, Jr.  
Francis D. Perkins  
Mrs. George W. Perkins  
Mrs. Norton Perkins  
Mrs. G. O. Pfiester  
Mrs. J. O. H. Pinney  
Miss Mary O. Polak  
A. P. Polgar  
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James H. Post  
Mrs. John T. Pratt  
Joseph M. Price  
Mrs. Benjamin Prince  
Mrs. Samuel H. Proctor  
Mrs. Richman Proskauer  
Mrs. Henry R. Putnam, Jr.  
Mrs. L. Raimondi  
Robert E. Rainier  
Miss Bertha Rasky  
Mrs. Max Reichenbach  
Mrs. Woodward Reinhardt  
Mrs. Albert E. Reinthal  
Mrs. Arthur M. Reis  
Selma J. Renner  
Maurice E. Renner  
Miss N. Rhoades  
Miss Edith Riel  
Mrs. Louis W. Rice  
Max Richter  
Mrs. Stanley L. Richter  
Mrs. Thomas M. Riley  
Mrs. E. K. Robinson  
Frederick B. Robinson  
Miss Faith Rockefeller  
Louis P. Rocker  
Douglas H. Rodie  
Mrs. Marion S. Rodie  
Mrs. John G. Rogers  
Mrs. Phillip A. Rolins  
Miss Margaret Romey  
Mrs. J. West Roosevelt  
Mrs. W. Emlyn Roosevelt  
Mrs. K. C. Ropkins  
Miss Louise M. Rorimer  
Felix T. Rosen  
Mrs. Edith Rosen  
Mrs. Ernst Rosenfeld  
Mrs. Arthur R. Rosenthal  
Martha Rosenthal  
Mrs. William Rosenwald  
Fred Stain  
Alfred S. Rossain  
Mrs. Robert Ross  
Mrs. Walter N. Rothschild  
Dr. B. Sachs  
Dr. Nelson B. Sackett  
Charles B. Salky  
Slia S. Saedler  
Margaret L. St. John  
J. M. Salmonowitz  
Mrs. William F. Sanford  
Mrs. Harvey L. Scherrie  
Mrs. E. A. Saunders  
Mrs. Theodore E. Sarage  
Mrs. Conway Sawyer  
Mrs. J. Louis Schaefer  
(Continued on page 30)
"I agree with my husband... it's "BEER AT ITS BEST"

Schaefer
OLDEST LAGER BEER BREWERS IN THE U.S.

OUR HAND HAS NEVER LOST ITS SKILL

The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Symphonic Program-Notes
by LAWRENCE GILMAN

Symphonic Poem, "Les Preludes"............ Franz Liszt
(Born at Raiding, Hungary, October 22, 1811; died at Bayreuth, July 31, 1886)

[Wednesday, July 17]

The imagination of Liszt was quickened by a passage from the Méditations poétiques of Lamartine, and as a result we have the most famous of his symphonic poems.

Here is the "argument" of the piece, as paraphrased by Liszt from the Fifteenth Méditation of Lamartine (Second Series) and used as a preface to the score:

"What is life but a series of preludes to that unknown song whose initial solemn note is tolled by Death? The enchanted dawn of every life is love; but where is the destiny on whose first delicious joys some storm does not break?—a storm whose deadly blast disperses youth's illusions, whose fatal bolt consumes its altar. And what soul thus cruelly bruised, when the tempest rolls away, seeks not to rest its memories in the calm of rural life? Yet man allows himself not long to taste the kindly quiet which first attracted him to Nature's lap; but when the trumpet gives the signal he hastens to danger's post, whatever be the fight which draws him to its lists, that in the strife he may once more regain full knowledge of himself and all his strength."

Concerto for Piano and Orchestra.
No. 1, in E-flat major... Franz Liszt
(Born at Raiding, Hungary, October 22, 1811; died at Bayreuth, July 31, 1886)
[Wednesday, July 17]

This brilliant and cruelly bruised, when the tempest rolls away, seeks not to rest its memories in the calm of rural life? Yet man allows himself not long to taste the kindly quiet which first attracted him to Nature's lap; but when the trumpet gives the signal he hastens to danger's post, whatever be the fight which draws him to its lists, that in the strife he may once more regain full knowledge of himself and all his strength."

The concerto was sketched in the early forties, completed in 1848 or 1849, and revised a few years later. It was published in 1857.

For a GIFT to your FRIEND
in the Soviet Union

- see the RCA Communications, Inc., the American Express Company or your nearest bank.

Torgsin stores are well stocked with a great variety of high grade merchandise, at reasonable prices. Musical instruments, cameras, theatre or concert tickets are also sold and a vacation at any summer resort of the Soviet Union may be arranged through Torgsin.
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aries and announced that she intended to play it. Her friends went to her in dismay. Rubinstein warned her excitedly: "You are mad to attempt this concerto! No one has succeeded with it in Vienna." Bösendorfer, representing the Philharmonic, added his admonition. But the intrepid Sophie was undeterred. "If I can't play it," she replied, with imperturbable serenity, "I won't play at all. I don't have to play in Vienna." And play it she did—with emphatic success.

* * *

This concerto, as the pundits have carefully noted, is in free form. The four movements, or sections, are continuous. "It is constructed," wrote James Huneker in his book on Liszt, "along the general

"They don't get your

CARL HUBBELL, New York Giants' star pitcher, a Camel smoker for years: "Camels have flavor plus mildness—a rare combination. 'I'd walk a mile for a Camel!""

Read below what famous athletes say about Camels

The fact that athletes smoke Camels freely shows how mild Camels are. For athletes put mildness first. As Carl Hubbell says: "Camels are so mild that no matter how many I smoke, they never get my wind or ruffle my nerves."

Bill Mehlhorn, the veteran golfer, George M. Lott, Jr., tennis star, Sam Howard and Susan Vilas, aquatic champions, and George Barker, track star—all agree that Camels do not disturb their nerves or wind.

Why this is important to you!

Because Camels are so mild...made from more costly tobaccos than any other popular brand...you can smoke all you please. And you'll find that your taste never tires of their appealing flavor.

SO MILD! YOU CAN SMOKE ALL YOU WANT!
lines of the symphonic poem. . . . The score embraces four sections arranged like
the four movements of a symphony, although their internal development is of so
free a nature, and they are merged one into another in such a way, as to give to
the work as a whole the character of one long movement developed from several
fundamental themes and sundry subsidaries derived therefrom. The first of
these themes . . . appears at the outset,

being given out by the strings with interrupting chords of woodwind and brass
(Allegro maestoso, tempo giusto, E-flat
major, 4-4), leading at once to an elaborate cadenza for the pianoforte. The sec-
ond theme, which marks the beginning of
the second section—in B major, Quasi
adagio and 12-8 (4-4) time—is announced
by the deeper strings (muted) to be taken
up by the solo instrument over flowing

(Continued on next page)
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left-hand arpeggios. A long trill for the pianoforte, embellished by expressive melodies from sundry instruments of the orchestra, leads to the third section—in E-flat minor, *Allegretto vivace* and 3-4 time—whereupon the strings give out a sparkling scherzo theme which the solo instrument proceeds to develop capriciously. [It is in this portion of the work that the notorious triangle episode occurs.] This section closes with a pianissimo cadenza for the pianoforte, following which a rhapsodical passage (*Allegro animato*) leads to the finale—in E-flat major, *Allegro marziale animato* and 4-4 time—in which the second theme reappears transformed into a spirited march.”

* * *

Liszt himself expatiated upon the concerto in an interesting letter to his relative, Eduard Liszt (the younger half-brother of Franz’s father), written from Weimar in the spring of 1857, shortly before the publication of the score:

“The fourth section of the Concerto [he wrote], from the *Allegro marziale* on, corresponds with the second section, the *Adagio*. It is only an urgent recapitulation of the earlier subject-matter with quickened, livelier rhythm, and contains no new motive, as will be clear to you by a glance at the score. This kind of *binding together* and rounding off a whole piece at its close is somewhat my own, but it is quite maintained and justified from the standpoint of musical form. The trombones and basses take up the second part of the motive of the *Adagio* (B major).
The pianoforte figure which follows is no other than the reproduction of the motive which was given in the Adagio by flute and clarinet, just as the concluding passage is a Variante and working up in the major of the motive of the Scherzo, until finally the first motive on the dominant pedal B-flat, with a shake-accompaniment, comes in and concludes the whole.

"The scherzo in E-flat minor, from the point where the triangle begins, I employed for the effect of contrast."

* * *

And then Liszt proceeded warmly to defend his use of the abhorred triangle,—for he was no doubt still smarting from the attacks upon his musical respectability which had just been made in Vienna:

"As regards the triangle [he observed], I do not deny that it may give offense, especially if struck too strong and not precisely. A preconceived disinclination and objection to instruments of percussion prevails, somewhat justified by the frequent misuse of them. And few conductors are circumspect enough to bring out the rhythmic element in them, without the raw addition of a coarse noisiness, in works in which they are deliberately employed according to the intention of the composer. The dynamic and rhythmic spicing and enhancement which are affected by the instruments of percussion, would in many cases be much more effectually produced by the careful trying and proportioning of insertions and additions of that kind. But musicians who wish to appear serious and solid prefer to treat the instruments of percussion en canaille, which must not make their appearance in the seemly company of

(Continued on next page)
the Symphony. They also bitterly deplore, inwardly, that Beethoven allowed himself to be seduced into using the big drum and triangle in the Finale of the Ninth Symphony. Of Berlioz, Wagner, and my humble self, it is no wonder that 'like draws to like;' and, as we are treated as impotent canaille amongst musicians, it is quite natural that we should be on good terms with the canaille among the instruments. Certainly here, as in all else, it is the right thing to seize upon and hold fast [the] mass of harmony. In face of the most wise prescription of the learned critics, I shall, however, continue to employ instruments of percussion, and think I shall yet win for them some effects little known."

Symphony No. 3, in F major, Op. 90
Johannes Brahms
(Born at Hamburg, May 7, 1833; died at Vienna, April 3, 1897)

[Saturday, July 20]

Hanslick found in this work neither "the poignant song of Fate" that distinguishes the first symphony of Brahms, nor "the joyful Idyl" of the second. "Its fundamental note is proud strength that rejoices in deeds. But this heroic element is without war-like flavor—it leads to no tragic action, such as the Funeral March in Beethoven's Eroica. It recalls in its musical character the healthy and full vigor of Beethoven's second period, nowhere the singularities of his last period."

But the Third Symphony of Brahms has suggested, to other minds than Hanslick's, images and moods and characters so fantastically assorted that Alice might almost have dreamed of them in Wonderland. It is less confusing and more profitable to think of the symphony as mere music, unadorned by interpretations—as music in
which there is a singular blend of heroic beauty and romantic charm.

The Brahms of this Symphony is not the sombre, majestic, exultant Brahms of the C minor, with its dangerous skirting of the sublime, nor the warmly idyllic Brahms of the Second, nor the austerer Brahms of the Fourth. In his Third Symphony Brahms is by turns passionate and lyric, as in its companions; but nowhere else in his symphonies has he spoken quite as he has in the wonderful last movement of the F major. That slow subsidence at the end into a golden evening peacefulness, mystically contemplative and serene, with the irradiated descent of the falling, tremulous strings through the meditative hush of the sustaining horns and wood and trumpets, is one of the indescribable things of music.

Adagio Eroica—"To the Memory of a Soldier"... Robert Russell Bennett
(Born at Kansas City, Mo., in 1894; now living in New York)

[Saturday, July 20]

Mr. Bennett first became known to the symphonic public hereabout in the summer of 1931, when his March for Two Pianos and Orchestra was performed at a Stadium Concert on an "all-American" program. But he had been known before that, to a somewhat different public, as orchestrator and arranger of music for various Broadway productions—especially, by his contributions to The Band Wagon. But let us hear Mr. Bennett's own modest and concise account of his career as written for these notes—a story peculiarly American. "I was born," he writes, "at Kansas City in 1894. Ill health caused a shift to the country at the age of six, where nine years were passed learning piano from my mother, and violin, trumpet, and subsequently many other instruments from my father. Father had a band and orchestra, and the result was inevitable, since some

(Continued on next page)
How Can One Judge Furniture?

LIKE diamonds and furs, furniture is extremely difficult to judge. Not even an expert can tell the difference merely by looking or by touching. Before you do any shopping at all, I earnestly advise you to get the little booklet shown below. The "inside facts" it gives should save you time, money and regrets. Call, phone or write for Booklet A1... Free

Summer SALE PRICES
Now in Effect

In the vast array of lovely things which I have gathered for this great sale you will find typical Curtis upholstered chairs from $32.50; Sofas from $69; Bedroom Suites from $76 for 3 pieces; quality Dinette Suites from $54 for table and 4 chairs... also an intriguing collection of rugs and carpets in a complete range of qualities and prices.

Consultation with my Interior Decorators is yours for the asking.
ON THE lute of memory, the soft crying sigh of a violin strikes the most haunting notes. Few persons will argue about this, but in the event of a real honest to goodness heated discussion, you can take your problem right to Mr. Jay Freeman, one of America's foremost authorities on violins. He is the curator of the most important collection of rare violins in the world, at the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company in New York. His is the last verdict on the worth and tone of a violin and in this matter the greatest artists bow before him. It is mainly through his efforts that Wurlitzer now harbors this magnificent and priceless collection. According to Mr. Freeman the violins made by Antonio Stradivari have never been excelled for tone and finish. Despite the fact that he lived from 1644 to 1737 and made many instruments, comparatively few are now in existence. Of the many Stradivarii now owned in the United States many have passed through the Wurlitzer Collection. Of his violas and 'cellos, all, with few exceptions, and of instruments by other 16th, 17th and 18th century makers, a large proportion.

Photographs, measurements and complete descriptions are taken of all important violins of the collection.

Repairing and restoration are important items and due to the great care taken, Wurlitzer instruments have a unique reputation for tone.

**

YOU won't have to wait very long for permanent waviness if you go to Bernard az Guro. He "permanents" you in less time than it takes to write about his artistry and he waves bleached and white hair very well indeed. His salon at 439 Madison Avenue is satisfyingly modern in its appointments and its high ceiling gives promise of plenty of fresh air while your head is being steamed. Mr. Guro is an artist in his field and he applies his temperament to studying you and making your coiffure becoming. He doesn't care much for short bobs and prefers to have a little fullness at the nape of the neck to work with.

IN HARRY HOLTZMAN, who is conducting the Hans Hofmann School of Fine Arts, 137 East 57th Street, this summer, we find an artist whose expression further contradicts the attitude which says the artist can function only as a painter. Through a clear understanding of the psychological requirements and conditions of the individual, as well as of plastic means, he contributes methods and conceptions which allow his students to experience development through their individual approach. To quote him on Pedagogy: "... it is by providing the conceptual means for the equilibration of intensions in individual circumstance, that expression is brought to aesthetic development, the concentrated association of spiritual experiences extended through an active consciousness of rhythm and form."

**

MEN have talked of an ideal society since before the days of the Greek philosophers, and almost invariably they have held the proper use of leisure, according to their own lights, the essential of such an ideal. The religions of the world have created their Edens, their Valhallas, their Nirvans and their Happy Hunting Grounds in support of such ideology. Charles Dickens once said: "One of the imperfections which attend our social economy, is the lack of a staff of competent officials acquainted with hobbies from whom the lady or gentleman who has suffered from ennui may obtain from a central office sure and instant relief." Today, almost one hundred years after Dickens wrote these lines, such an organization has arisen. "The Leisure League," a central office for the recommendation and distribution of hobbies presents a "hobby round-up" with such scope and variety that its appeal is not only universal but personal. Thus far the major activity of the League has been the publication of a series of Little Books. Each book covers some leisure time pursuit and handles the material in such a way as to stimulate and assist beginners, and yet offers specific help to those already familiar with their subjects. The price per book has been fixed at 25 cents, so that the pursuit of happiness and leisure will be within everyone's means.
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THE IDEAL RADIO-PHONOGRAPh COMBINATION
HEAR ONE AT
Ansley Radio Corp. ... 100 W. 57th St.
Elaine Music Co. ... 9 E. 46th St.
G. Schirmer, Inc. ... 3 E. 43rd St.
Gramophone Shop, Inc. ... 18 E. 48th St.
Haynes Griffin ... 373 Madison Ave.
N. Y. Band Instrument Co. ... 111 E. 14th St.

STADIUM PERFORMANCES
SEASON OF
THE PHILHARMONIC-SYMPHONY
Jose Iturbi, Conductor

WEDNESDAY, JULY 15
Assisting Artist: Leroy
(Program subject to change)

1. LISZT
2. LISZT
Soloist: Leroy

INTERMEZZO

3. STRAVINSKY
4. STRAVINSKY

I. The Charlatan with his flute brings
II. Russian Dance
III. In Petrouchka’s Quarters
IV. Carnival in Shrove-tide Week:
   (a) Introduction
   (b) Dance of the Nurses
   (c) Dance of the Coachmen and Grooms
   (d) The Masqueraders

Steinway is the official piano
Stadium Concerts are being by
Amplification installed by International

(Program continues)

YOUNG
Straws grace your

W
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PROGRAMS
JUNE 1935

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Conducting

JULY 17, at 8:30

Roy Anspach, Pianist

Symphonic Poem, "Les Préludes"

Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, in E-flat major

ROY ANSPACH

MISSION

Berceuse from Suite, "The Fire Bird"

Suite from "Petruchka"

ings to life his puppets

Jose Iturbi

Great Pianist and Conductor

Choose Your Piano as the Artists Do
Such masters as Iturbi, Bauer, Gieseking and Lhevinne use the

Baldwin

MASTERPIECE GRAND EXCLUSIVELY

BALDWIN PIANOS
20 EAST 54th ST.

Capehart

The World's Finest Musical Instrument

Music of your choice, for all occasions, by your favorite artists and at your instant command for as many uninterrupted hours as you choose.

Our Music Room is at your disposal for a private audition of your favorite compositions.

The Gramophone Shop, Inc.

THE FINEST IN MUSICAL REPRODUCTION
18 EAST 48th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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Rubinstein once remarked that music is the most aristocratic of the arts and that Chopin is the most aristocratic of musicians.

Similarly, coffee is the most aristocratic of the beverages, and Martinson’s is the most aristocratic of coffees.

MARTINSON’S COFFEE

Maiden Form Brassieres for Perfect Harmony of Control

Prelude


For fashionable uplift and a slight natural separation between the breasts—"Prelude"—either with low back or with no back at all!

Overture


Little stitched "petals" under the breasts give firm uplift support to the bust—without the harmful use of stays!

At All Leading Stores

$1.00 and $1.50

There’s a Maiden Form Brassiere For Every Type of Figure!

MAIDEN FORM BRASIERE CO., INC.
NEW YORK, N.Y.
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Kindly Mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW"
THURSDAY EVENING, JULY 18, at 8:30
FRIDAY EVENING, JULY 19, at 8:30
(In case of rain the opera performance will be postponed until the following night and a substitute orchestral program under the direction of Alexander Smallens will be performed in the Great Hall.)

LA BOHÈME
Opera in Four Acts
(In Italian)
Book Founded on "La Vie de Bohème" of Henry Murger
by Giuseppe Giacosa and Luigi Illica
Music by GIACOMO PUCCINI
CAST
(In order of their appearance)

RODOLFO .................................................... Edward Molitore
SCHAUNARD ................................................ Louis D'Angelo
BENOÎT ....................................................... Pampilio Malatesta
MIMI .......................................................... Nina Morgana
PARPIGNOL ............................................... Louis Purdey
MARCELLO .................................................. Joseph Royer
COLLINE ..................................................... Harold Kravitt
ALCINDORO ............................................... Pampilio Malatesta
MUSETTA .................................................... Grace Wallis Huddle
A SERGEANT ............................................... Luigi de Cesare

Conductor, ALEXANDER SMALLENS
Stage Director, ALEXANDER D. PUGLIA
Assistant Conductor, ALBERTO SCIARRETTI

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Paris (About 1830)
ACT I. A Garret.
ACT II. The Café Momus. In the Latin Quarter.
ACT III. The Barrière d'Enfer.
ACT IV. A Garret.

SATURDAY, JULY 20, at 8:30
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. BRAHMS........................................ Symphony No. 3, in F major
   I. Allegro con brio
   II. Andante

INTERMISSION

(Program continued on page 21)
MODERN FURNITURE

designed... built... sold
by America's outstanding
modern establishment!

Where but at Modernage can you view such
an extensive showing of modern furniture for
living room, bedroom, dining room? Or obtain
such authentic decorative counsel... without
obligation? Typical of Modernage design and
value are the illustrated pieces. A special dis-
tcount of 2% will be allowed Stadium Con-
cert-goers who bring in this advertisement.

OPEN
Mon. & Wed.
till 8, Sat. 6

162 East 33rd St.
Designers & Makers of Modern Furniture

A Symphony
OF LYRICAL CURVES

A Flexees foundation is a prelude to perfection... the
way to a smooth figure performance. Fashioned of Lastex,
Flexees hold you in amazingly—providing complete con-
trol with perfect comfort. Your figure becomes an un-
broken rhythm of molded lines, without a roll or a bulge
anywhere. $5 to $25 at the leading stores.

LITTLE CLASSICS
AT LITTLE PRICES

MOLDS
BY FLEXEES
Light and cool. MOLDS are made of Lastex in a
lace-mesh weave. Combinations, girdles,
 panties and brassieres.
$1. to $5.

ARTISTIC FOUNDATIONS, INC., NEW YORK
2. **Bennett**...Adagio eroica—"To the Memory of a Soldier"  
*First time in New York*

3. **Debussy**..."La Mer" ("The Sea"): Three Symphonic Sketches  
   I. From Dawn Till Noon on the Sea  
   II. Sport of the Waves  
   III. Dialogue of the Wind with the Sea

**SUNDAY, JULY 21, at 8:30**

(Program subject to change without notice)

Assisting Artist: **MARGARET HARSHAW, Contralto**

1. **Haydn**...Symphony in G major ("The Surprise"), B. & H. No. 6 (94)  
   I. Adagio—Vivace assai  
   III. Menuetto: Allegro molto  
   IV. Allegro di molto

2. (a) **Saint-Saens**...Aria: "My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice," from "Samson et Dalila"  
   (b) **Tchaikovsky**..."None But the Lonely Heart"

**MARGARET HARSHAW, Contralto**

**INTERMISSION**

3. **Manuel Palau Boix**..."Labraados" ("Workers"), from the Suite, "Siluetas"  
*First time in America*

4. **De Falla**...Excerpts from "El Amor Brujo" ("Love, the Magician")  
   (Played without pause)

**Contralto solo:** **MARGARET HARSHAW**

* Miss Harshaw is the 1935 winner of the $1,000 Young Artists’ Award of the National Federation of Music Clubs.

(Program continued on page 23)

---

**MOSCOW THEATRE FESTIVAL**  
**SEPT. 1 to 10**

Third Annual Festival . . . greater than ever in scope and power. Nine evening and five matinee performances, ranging from Rimsky-Korsakov’s *Sadko* to Pogodin’s *Aristocrats*, from the Jewish Theatre’s *King Lear* to Tairov’s *Egyptian Nights*. The entire ten days in Moscow, including all expenses, cost only $65, Third Class! For illustrated booklet and full information, see your local agent or

545 FIFTH AVENUE  
NEW YORK  
INTOURIST INC

U. S. Representative of The Travel Company of the U. S. S. R.
SYMPHONIC PROGRAM-NOTES

(Continued from page 14)

of Composers, 1930); Seven Love Songs With Ukulele; seven virtuoso fox-trots for piano; twenty études in miniature for piano, and several other works.”

* * *

Mr. Bennett’s Symphony, Abraham Lincoln, was performed by the Philadelphia Orchestra in 1931. His Concerto Grosso for Small Dance Band and Symphony Orchestra, produced at Rochester under Howard Hanson, December 9, 1932, was afterward conducted by him in Stuttgart and Berlin. It was programmed for the Stadium’s Independence Day Program last year. Mr. Bennett’s opera, “Maria Malibran,” text by Robert A. Simon, was produced by the Juilliard School of Opera last Spring.

The work on this program, Adagio Eroica—To the Memory of a Dead Soldier was performed by the Philadelphia Orchestra, under Mr. Iturbi, at a special concert given in the Academy of Music, Philadelphia, for the National Federation of Music Clubs on April 25, 1935. The work, whose emotional content is manifest, has no program other than that implied in the title.

“La Mer” (“The Sea”): Three Symphonic Sketches... Claude Debussy

(Born at St. Germain, France, August 22, 1862; died at Paris, March 26, 1918)

[Saturday, July 20]

Debussy completed La Mer: Trois Esquisses Symphoniques in 1905. He began it in 1903, the year following the production of Pelléas et Mélisande. Thus it stands between his masterpiece, that unique

(Continued on page 24)
MONDAY EVENING, JULY 22, at 8:30
TUESDAY EVENING, JULY 23, at 8:30

(In case of rain the ballet performance will be postponed until the following night and a substitute orchestral program under the direction of Alexander Smallens will be performed in the Great Hall.)

FOKINE BALLET

I
Overture to "Rosamunde".................................................. Schubert

(Orchestra)

II
"CARNIVAL"
Ballet by MICHEL FOKINE
Music by Schumann

Colombine................................................................. Wiora Stoney
Harlequin............................................................... Paul Haakon
Shiara...... Hana... Edn.. Veralle
Florestan.............................................................. Harold Haskin
Estrella................................................................. Nell Bilz
Eusebius............................................................... Artur Frederix

(Program continued on page 25)
SYMPHONIC PROGRAM-NOTES

(Continued from page 22)

achievement of the post-Wagnerian lyric-drama (1893-1902), and the three Images
for orchestra: Gnes, Ibéria, and Rondes
de Printemps, which date from 1907-12.

* * *

La Mer is without a program, argument,
preface, motto, or other aid to the fancy
except the mighty words that designate the
piece as a whole, and the sub-titles of
the different movements: 1. De l'aube à midi
sur la mer ("From Dawn Till Noon on the
Sea"); II. Jeux de vagues ("Sport of the
Waves"); III. Dialogue du vent et de la
mer ("Dialogue of the Wind and the
Sea").

The three divisions of the work are
bound together, musically, by partial com-

munity of theme. The characteristic por-
tion of the chief subject of the first piece—
the phrase declared by muted trumpet
and English horn in the twelfth measure,
after the vague and mysterious opening—
recurs in the last movement; and the so-
lemn and nobly beautiful theme for the
brass that seems to lift the sun into the
blue just before the dazzling close of De
l'aube à midi sur la mer, is heard again
in the magnificent finale.

* * *

This music is a sustained incantation,
of rare subtlety and magic; a tonal ten-
dering of colors and odors, of mysterious
calls, echoes, visions, imagined or per-
ceived; a recapturing and transcription,
through the medium of a necromatic art,
of "the most fantastical sports of light and
of fluid whirlwinds"—but of lights,

(Continued on page 26)
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(Program continued from page 23)

Papillon ........................................... Dorothy Denton
Pierrot ............................................. George Kiddon
Pantelon ........................................... Eugene Loring

Ladies: Dorothy Hall, Lorraine Schantz, Tousia Say, Jean Dolova, Ann Wolfson, Genevieve Hageman.

Gentlemen: Jack Quin, Fred Rohdes, Milton Barnett, Harold Taub, George Church, Efim Girsh.

Philistines: Vera Vaulkenou, Celia Pekelner, Jean Yamoujinsky, Vladimir Valentinoff.

INTERMISSION

III

Overture to "Tannhauser" ........................................... Wagner

(Orchestra)

VENUSBERG SCENE FROM "TANNHAUSER"

Ballet by MICHEL FOKINE

Bacchanie: Betty Esner.

Bacchante: Edna Veralle, Selma Schwartz, Miriam Weiskopf,

Dorothy Hall, Dorothy Denton, Louise Kriens, Love Matiuk, Marjorie Beauchamp, Nell Bilz,

Lorraine Schantz, Elizabeth Feinstein, Genevieve Hageman, Winona Bimboni.

Nymphae: Jean Dolova, Celia Pekelner, Iris Roche, Thelma Horowitz, Rose Feldman, Virginia Comer,

Tousia Say, Vera Vaulkenou, Eleanor Weischel, Frances Menz, Beatrice Levine, Nora Koreff.


INTERMISSION

IV.

"BOLERO"

Ballet by MICHEL FOKINE

Music by RAVEL

Winona Bimboni, Edna Veralle, Ann Wolfson, Beatrice Levine, Celia Pekelner, Selma Schwartz,


Paul Haakon, Harold Haskin, Efim Girsh, Milton Barnett, Vladimir Valentinoff, Harold Taub, Eugene Loring, George Church, Jack Quin, Olaf, Artur Frederix, George Kiddon, Jean Yamoujinsky.

Conductor, ALEXANDER SMALLENS

Note: The Fokine Ballet concludes its performances at the Stadium tomorrow night (Wednesday) with a request program consisting of "Scheherazade," "The Sorcerer's Apprentice" and "Elves."

"SCIENTIFICALLY COOLED"

Caruso

Restaurants
LUNCHEON DINNER
CHOICE WINES AND LIQUEURS

130 WEST 42nd ST.
125 WEST 45th ST.
38-40 WEST 33rd ST.
230 WEST 54th ST.
46 CORTLANDT ST.
Newark: 124 Market St.
"Steak and Chicken Blue Plates"

Kindly Mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW" PAGE TWENTY FIVE
SEVEN WEDNESDAY EVENINGS
at CARNegie HALL
JAN. 15, 22, 29, FEB. 5, 12, 19, 26, 1936
The complete pianoforte sonatas of
BEETHOVEN
will be given by
SCHNABEL
Subscription Prices:
Orchestra, $15.50 and $12.10—Dress circle and
first 4 rows in balcony, $9.50—Balance front bal-
cony and entire rear balcony, $6.50 (tax included).
Seats assigned in order of application.
Management NBC ARTISTS SERVICE
George Engles, Director
RCA Bldg., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, Room 508, New York
(Steinway Piano)

CARNegie HALL
RUSSIAN TEA ROOM
RESTAURANT, INC.
Exquisite Russian and French Cuisine . . . Luncheon . . .
Afternoon Tea . . . Dinner . . .
After Theatre Supper . . . Cocktail Hour
Popular Prices
150 WEST 57TH STREET
Comfortably Cool Temperature

CAMP TAMIMIENT
the playground for adults in the Poconos
NIGHTS of sparkling entertainment, talking
pictures, musical and dramatic programs
directed by Mae Lieberman.
SPORTS—Seventeen fast tennis courts, handball, 100
boats and canoes, swimming in
private lake, saddle horses.
Daily Lectures by Authors.
$29 weekly, de luxe cabins at small extra charge.

TAMIMIENT PENNSYLVANIA
New York Office: 7 East 15th Street
ALgonquin 4-6875
Booklet on request

UNCAS LODGE
UNCASVILLE, CONN.
9th SUCCESSFUL SEASON
A charming, unpretentious, modern adult camp
and 115-acre old New England farm. An ideal
recreation for lovers of rustic beauty.
• Private Twin Lakes.
• 3 Clay Tennis Courts.
• Saddle Horses and Golf
nearby.
• Unexcelled Cuisine.
• Socials, Theatricals, Camaraderie.

"Send for Booklet"
$22.50 Per Week
$35.00 Per Day
Camp Phone: Norwich 1858 Ring 5
New York Phone: NGEvins 8-2384—Evenings

DELIGHTFULLY DIFFERENT
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shadows, sounds, odors, that have been
subtly altered by the creative processes of
the tone-poet.

Debussy had what Sir Thomas Browne
would have called "a solitary and retired
imagination." So, when he essays to de-
pict in his music such things as dawn and
noon at sea, sport of the waves, gales and
surges and far horizons, he is less the poet
and painter than the spiritual mystic. It is
not chiefly of those aspects of winds and
waters that he is telling us, but of the
changing phases of a sea of dreams, a
chimerical sea, a thing of strange visions
and stranger voices, of fantastic colors and
incalculable winds—a phantasmagoria of
the spirit, rife with evanescent shapes and
presences that are at times full of bode-
ment and dim terror, at times lovely and
capricious, at times sunlit and dazzling.
It is a spectacle perceived as in a trance,
vaguely yet rhapsodically. This is a sea
which has its shifting and lentent surfaces,
which even shimmers and traditionally
mocks. But it is a sea that is shut away
from too curious an inspection, to whose
murmurs or imperious commands not many
have wished or needed to pay heed.

Yet, beneath these elusive and mysteri-
ous overtones, the reality of the living sea
persists: the immemorial fascination lures
and enthralls and terrifies; so that we are
almost tempted to fancy that the two are,
after all, identical—the ocean that seems
an actuality of wet winds and tossing
spray and inexorable depths and reaches,
and that uncharted and haunted and in-
credible sea which opens before the magic
casements of the dreaming wind.

"Labradores" ("Workers"), from the
Suite, "Siluetas"

Manuel Palau Boix
(Born in Alfara del Patriarca, Valencia, Spain,
January 4, 1893)
[Sunday, July 21]
The following information concerning

WINE • DINE • DANCE
New York's Glamorous Scandinavian Cabaret
3 Shows Nightly
Air Cooled
THE WIVEL
254 WEST 54TH STREET
Famous for its Swedish hors d'oeuvres
Manuel Palau Boix, whose name is absent from the latest musical lexicons, has been kindly supplied by Mr. Torres-Perona, Editor of La Prensa:

"Manuel Palau Boix was intended by his father to be a merchant. The boy nevertheless developed a definite musical vocation, and went through the Valencia Conservatory of Music with flying colors, graduating very young as master composer and professor of piano.

"After graduating, he became the band leader of 'Bands of Liria' and 'Moncada,' and also had some experience as orchestra conductor in several theatres. In that first period of his activities, he wrote for the theatre, Amor and Beniflos, and a two-act opera in Valencian dialect, La Danca Més Bella, the first produced in Valencia, and the latter presented in parts at several symphonic concerts.

"Later on he studied harmony, counterpoint, and fugue in Paris under the direction of Koechlin, and orchestra under Ravel and Ibert. In 1924 he won the first prize of the Legislature of the province of Valencia in a musical contest. In 1927 he won the first prize of the National Musical Contest in celebration of the tercentenary of the poet Luis de Gongora for his suite, Gongoriana.

"Distinctly Valencian in motives and treatment are his Tres Danses Valencianas, Poemas de Juventut, and Silluetas.

"Boix is an honorary member of the distinguished artistic Valencian society called 'Lo Rat Penat.'"

The suite from which the excerpt on this program is extracted comprises three movements: (1) Dulzaineros; (2) Labradores; (3) Niños. The middle movement, Labradores ("Workers"), the one on this program, is a study in rapidly shifting tempi (moderatamente animato—Larghetto—Presto—Larghetto—Presto—Largo) and alternating metres, triple and duplet, in

(Continued on next page)

MICHEL and VERA

FOKINE

Studio of the Modern Russian Ballet
4 Riverside Drive TRafalgar 7-9171
SYMPHONIC PROGRAM-NOTES
(Continued from previous page)

which a characteristic theme first proposed
by the clarinet, cantando, above string
tremolos, is brought to a full orchestral cli-
max, and dies away, Largo—pianissimo,
on the clarinet.

"El Amor Brujo" ("Love, the
Magician"). . . . . Manuel de Falla
(Born at Cadiz, November 23, 1877)

[Sunday, July 21]

El Amor Brujo (L'Amour Sorcier, or
Love, the Magician), a ballet with voices
and orchestra, in one act and two scenes,
on a libretto by Gregorio Martinez Sierra,
derived from an Andalusian gypsy tale,
was produced at the Teatro de Lara,
Madrid, in April, 1915, with the Senora
Pastora Imperio assisting. Later, according
to Monsieur G. Jean-Aubry, the com-
poser's biographer, de Falla "drew from
the music certain symphonic excerpts, in
which he suppressed the spoken or sung
parts and enlarged the instrumentation.
. . . But this did not alter the essential
character of the work, which is to be
found in its particular color, or the semi-
Arabian style of its idioms."

A concert version, presumably the one
referred to by Monsieur Jean-Aubry, was
performed at Madrid in the following
season at a concert of the Sociedad Na-
cional de Musica, under the direction of
E. Fernandez-Arbos. De Falla's score, in
a version for orchestra alone, was intro-

A NEW
UNITY
HOUSE
Rises from
The Old!

On Central Park West
61st to 62nd Sts., New York

$27.00
week

Walter J. Weaver, Manager
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Kindly Mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW"
duced to America by Leopold Stokowski, in Philadelphia, April 15, 1922. Serge Koussevitzky performed it with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, in Boston and New York, in the season of 1924-25. The first performance in America of the complete score for voice and orchestra was that given by the Philharmonic Society, under Mr. Toscanini, March 1, 1928. Sophie Braslau was the singer.

In an authorized statement issued at the time of the première of the work, it was said that "the composer, whose feeling for and command of his country's folk-music are well known, saw that it would be impossible to write true gypsy music by restricting himself to instrumental dances alone, and without resorting to the gypsies' most characteristic feature: their songs. But he has by no means used actual folk-melodies; every song is his own invention and it is his particular glory that he has succeeded in making it almost impossible to believe that they are not actual popular material." (M. Jean-Aubry referred to the thematic material of this work as "built on rhythms, modes, cadences, or forms inspired by but never directly borrowed from Andalusian folk-song. . . . We should be wrong to see in de Falla nothing but an 'evoker' of picturesque Spain. He is rather a poet of Spanish emotion.")

* * *

The following synopsis of the action of the ballet is published as a preface to the score:

"Candelas is a young, very beautiful and passionate woman who has loved a wicked, jealous, dissolute, but fascinating and cajoling gypsy. Although her life with him had been a very unhappy one, she has loved him intensely, and mourned his loss. She is unable to forget him; her memory of him is like some hypnotic dream, a morbid, gruesome, and maddening spell. She is terrified by the thought that the dead man may not be entirely gone, that he may return, that he continues to love her in his fierce, shadowy, faithless, caressing way. She lets herself be-

(Continued on next page)
come a prey to her thoughts of the past, as if under the influence of a spectre. Yet she is young, strong, and vivacious.

"Spring returns and with it love in the shape of Carmelo. Carmelo, a handsome youth, enamoured and gallant, makes love to her. She, not unwilling to be won, almost unconsciously returns his love, but the obsession of her past weighs against her present inclination. When Carmelo approaches her and endeavours to make her share in his passion, the Spectre returns, and terrifies Candela, separating her from her lover.

"Carmelo being gone, Candelas languishes and droops; she feels as if bewitched, and her past loves seem to flutter heavily round her like malevolent and foreboding bats. Carmelo is determined to break this evil spell, and he believes he has found a remedy. He was once the comrade of the dead lover, whom he knew as a typically faithful and jealous Andalusian gallant. Since he appears to retain, even after death, his fancy for beautiful women, he must be taken under his weak side and diverted by means of a decoy, Lucia, a young and enchantingly pretty girl.

"Lucia, out of love for Candelas and from feminine curiosity, would flirt even with a ghost, and anyway the dead man was so mighty in life! And so eventually the Spectre appears and makes love to Lucia; whose coquetry almost brings him to despair. In the meantime, Carmelo succeeds in convincing Candela of his love and good faith, and life triumphs over death and over the past. The lovers at last exchange the kiss that defeats the evil influence of the Spectre, who perishes, definitely conquered by love."

---

**Mail Privilege Telephone Service**
Secure prestige by making our offices your personal or business mailing list. We represent you, receive mail, telegrams, telephone messages and you call, or write to us forward to you (daily), 8% 25.00 Monthly.
(3 choice locations) Times Square (42nd St.), Fifth Ave., (Madison Square), Park Row (Broadway).

---

**SWIMMING**
36th Year
SCIENTIFICALLY TAUGHT by
Individual Instruction
The best instruction is the cheapest.

**DALTON**
SWIMMING SCHOOL
19 WEST 44TH STREET
MOTION PICTURES RECOMMENDED TO STADIUM AUDIENCES

ELISABETH BERGNER in "ESCAPE ME NEVER"
Little CARNEGIE 67th St. E. of 7th Ave.
25c Until 2 P.M.

PLAZA
58th St between Park & Madison
Thursday and Friday, July 18 and 19
Ann Harding and Herbert Marshall
in "THE FLAME WITHIN"
Sat., Sun., Mon., July 20, 21, 22
Oliva Brook and Madeleine Carroll
"LOVES of a DICTATOR"

SALUTE!
The Supreme Achievement in

ITALIAN SCREEN OPERETTAS—
A FESTIVAL OF
Romance • Melody
Laughter • Beauty

ANGELO MUSCO
Finest of Italian Comedians

"L'EREDITA dello zio... BUONANIMA"
("'THE RICH UNCLE'"
English Synopsis

Now playing for the first time in America at

WESTMINSTER 49th Street — East of Seventh Avenue
Cont. Noon to Midnight—POPULAR PRICES
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RAIN NOTICE

FOR CONCERTS
If grounds are not in satisfactory condition by 7:30 P.M., the concert will be held in the Great Hall of City College. If it rains before the intermission, the rain check attached to your ticket is good for the next symphonic concert only. If it rains during or after the intermission, the concert is considered given and the rain check is therefore cancelled.

FOR OPERA
If at 7:30 P.M. the grounds are not in satisfactory condition, a substitute orchestral program will be given in the Great Hall under the direction of Alexander Smallens.
If it rains before 10 P.M., the rain check attached to your ticket is good for the next performance of opera only.
If it rains after 10 P.M., the performance is considered given and the rain check is cancelled.

FOR BALLET
If grounds are not in satisfactory condition by 7:30 P.M., the ballet will be cancelled and a substitute orchestral program will be held in the Great Hall of City College under the direction of Alexander Smallens.
If it rains before the intermission, the rain check attached to your ticket is good for the next ballet only.
If it rains during or after the intermission, the ballet is considered given and the rain check is therefore cancelled.

NOTICE
A green light displayed from the left side of the stage indicates that the rain checks are good for the next symphonic concert, ballet or opera performance. A red light indicates that the concert, ballet or performance of opera is considered given and the rain checks are cancelled.

Faust—Boris—Prince Igor—Carmen begins at 8 P.M. Boheme—Traviata—Tosca at 8:30 P.M.
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The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Company, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Symphonic Program-Notes
by
LAWRENCE GILMAN

Chorale-Prelude, "Herzlich Thut Mich Verlangen".... Johann Sebastian Bach
Transcribed for Orchestra by Lucien Caillet
(Bach: Born at Eisenach, March 21, 1685; died at Leipzig, July 28, 1750)

[Wednesday, August 14]

The greater part of Bach’s religious music derives from that wealth of sacred song which came into being in the early days of the Lutheran Church. Those chorale melodies, dating from Luther’s time, were the principal source of Bach’s church music, both vocal and instrumental, which was shaped and motivated by the religious ideas that underlie the hymns. As used by Bach in his chorale-preludes for organ, these melodies were as significant to the listeners in the congregation as are the themes in Wagner’s music-dramas to those of us who hear them today in the opera house.

By means of the melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic language of musical symbols which he had perfected, Bach treats these choral themes in ways that express an immense range of ideas and moods, pictures and emotions. Sometimes he achieves a kind of spiritualized tone-painting, in which the musical symbols stand for such ideas as grief, penitence, aspiration, peace, faith, joy, and hundreds of other expressions of those religious experiences which were the essentials of Bach’s life and art. Often his treatment of the chorales was intended to portray external things. One of his choral-preludes, for example, represents the undulating movement of a river, because Bach’s imagination happened to seize upon the word “Jordan” in the hymn that suggested the prelude. His church music was fertilized by the religious poetry that inspired it as Wagner’s music was fertilized by the dramas of which it was the sublimated voice.

The chorale-preludes for organ are derived entirely from these melodies. Sometimes they reflect the general sentiment of the hymn; sometimes they take the hymn, line by line, and give musical expression to the significance of the text; sometimes their connection with the text is elusive and remote: but always the music is responsive to some thought inherent in the words or subject of the hymn.

* * *

The chorale-melody that forms the basis of the organ prelude transcribed by Mr. Caillet was composed by Hans Leo Hassler in 1601 as the setting for a secular love song, “Mein G’müt ist mir verwirret von einer Jungfrau zart” (this same melody of Hassler’s inspired the Chorale for String Orchestra, “When Our Last Hour Is at Hand,” by Templeton Strong, listed on the

(Continued on next page)
program of the concert of July 6, 1935). Hassler was born at Nuremberg in 1564, three or four years after the action of Wagner’s Die Meistersinger is supposed to have taken place.¹ Hassler’s love-ditty—the tune of which was to become, one hun-

¹ Industrious researchers have now fixed the time of the action of Wagner’s opera as either 1560 or 1561. Wagner himself placed it vaguely “um die Mitte des 16 Jahrhunderts.”

dred and sixty-five years later, the principal chorale melody of Bach’s “St. Matthew Passion”—was first published in Hassler’s Lustgarten Neuer Deutscher Gesang, Ballietti, Galliarden, und Intraden, issued at Nuremberg in 1601. Like innumerable other sixteenth- and seventeenth-century tunes of slightly frivolous connotation, Hassler’s melody was pressed into the serv-

“They don’t get your

“Camels are so mild.”
—JOSEPHINE McKIM

JOSEPHINE McKIM, of Hollywood, Olympic swimmer and former holder of U. S. national and world records in many freestyle events. “One of my hard and fast rules in connection with smoking,” she says, “is that I always choose a Camel. I smoke them steadily. They never bother my wind or jangle my nerves.” You’ll like their mildness too.

Other champions who smoke Camels


ice of the Church (which has always been admirably realistic in such matters); and a
dozen years after Hassler first published it
as a love song we find the melody, its
bright gaze demurely veiled, associated
with Christoph Knoll’s hymn, Herzlich
thut mich verlangen (Harmoniae sacrae,
1613). Later, it was used with Schneegass’ hymn, Abh Herr, mich armen Sünde
(1620), and, still later, with Gerhardt’s
O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden (1656).
Bach employed the melody, in connec-
tion with all three of the hymns, in various
works. It is best known through his use
of it in the St. Matthew Passion, where
it is the predominant choral melody. It
appears there five times, as the theme of
the chorales Nos. 21, 23, 53, 63, and 72.
Bach used the melody also in the Christ-
mas Oratorio, in four of the cantatas, and
in the Choralgesänge.

* * *

It is this melody which he treated in his
(Continued on next page)
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chorale-prelude for organ, Herzlich thu much verlangen (composed probably during his Weimar period, 1708-1717). His imagination seems to have been stirred especially by the first stanza of Knoll’s hymn:

Herzlich thut mich verlangen
Nach einem sel’gen End;
Weil ich hier bin unfangen
Mit Trübsal und Elend.
Ich hab Lust abzuscheiden
Von dieser argen Welt,
Sehn mich nach ew’gen Freuden;
O Jesu, komm nur bald.

[My heart is filled with longing,
To pass away in peace;
For woes are ’round me thronging
And trials will not cease.
O fain would I be hastening
From thee, dark world of gloom,
To gladness everlasting;
O Jesus, quickly come!]
(The Chorale-Book of England:
Catherine Winkworth, translator.)

One of Bach’s commentators, who regards this chorale-prelude as among the most beautiful of its kind, calls attention to Bach’s subtle adornment of the melody with accessory notes, “through which it is broken up into short phrases which were evidently meant to express the ‘verlangen’ (‘longing’); and the exquisite harmonization ministers to the tender expression.”

Mr. Caillot’s orchestral transcription of the prelude is scored for flutes, oboes, clarinets, and bassoons in pairs, English horn, bass clarinet, contra-bassoon, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones and tuba, timpani, and strings, with ad libitum parts for two alto saxophones in E-flat, tenor saxophone in B-flat (“if no bass clarinet”), and piano. This transcription was performed for the first time anywhere by the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, under Mr. Ormandy, on January 18, 1935; Mr.

SIGMUND SPAETH’S COURSE IN MUSIC—

MUSIC FOR EVERYBODY
ON SALE AT STADIUM MUSIC STORE 25¢

Send for Illustrated descriptive Catalogues containing 60 Leisure League books on a diversity of topics: Invention, Photography, Gardens, Interior Decoration, Dress Designing, Writing, &d many other interesting subjects.

LEISURE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC.
30 Rockefeller Plaza New York
Ormandy afterward conducted a performance of it with the Philadelphia Orchestra in Philadelphia, March 22-23, 1935.

Lucien Cailllet is a member of the Philadelphia Orchestra, in which he plays the clarinet and bass clarinet. He was born in France in 1891, and is a graduate of the Dijon Conservatoire.

Symphonic Poem, "Les Preludes"
Franz Liszt

(Born at Raiding, Hungary, October 22, 1811; died at Bayreuth, July 31, 1886)
[Saturday, August 17]

The imagination of Liszt was quickened by a passage from the Méditations poétiques of Lamartine, and as a result we have the most famous of his symphonic poems.

Here is the “argument” of the piece, as paraphrased by Liszt from the Fifteenth Méditation of Lamartine (Second Series) and used as a preface to the score:

“What is life but a series of preludes to that unknown song whose initial solemn note is tolled by Death? The enchanted dawn of every life is love; but where is the destiny on whose first delicious joys some storm does not break—a storm whose deadly blast disperses youth’s illusions, whose fatal bolt consumes its altar. And what soul thus cruelly bruised, when the tempest rolls away, seeks not to rest its memories in the calm of rural life? Yet man allows himself not long to taste the kindly quiet which first attracted him to Nature’s lap; but when the trumpet gives the signal he hastens to danger’s post, whatever be the fight which draws him to its lists, that in the strife he may once more regain full knowledge of himself and all his strength.”

(Continued on next page)
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"Water Music"
George Frederic Handel
(Born at Halle, Germany, February 23, 1685; died at London, April 14, 1759)

[Monday, August 19]

The origin of this music of Handel's has been the subject of endless discussion among historians. Let us first recall the story of the "Water Music" as legend enshrined it for many years.

The tale was first told by Mainwaring in his "Memoirs of the Life of the late George Frederic Handel," published anonymously in 1760, the year after Handel's death. Handel in 1712 was living in Hanover as Kapellmeister to the Elector, who was so soon (and so inconveniently for Handel) to be transformed into George I, King of England. The composer obtained leave from the Elector to pay a second visit to England, where he had sojourned a while before (1710-11), "on condition that he engaged to return within a reasonable time." But Handel forgot or ignored his promise, and he tarried in England—whether, as Mainwaring says, "he was afraid of repassing the sea, or whether he had contracted an affection for the diet of the land he was in, so it was that the promise he had given at his coming away had somehow slipped out of his memory."

This Rinaldo "lingered dangerously in the enchanted gardens of Armida," as Mr. Stractfield puts it. Not only was he playing truant in the most unwarrantable fashion, but he was spending his time in the manner of all others most calculated to displease the Elector: for he was accepting favors from Queen Anne, who lost no opportunity of showing her dislike of everything connected with Hanover. Handel (and this was the head and front of his offending) wrote not only an ode in celebration of the Queen's birthday, but a
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festival "Te Deum" and "Jubilate" to commemorative the Peace of Utrecht (they were performed at St. Paul's in 1713).

It was not quite tactful of Queen Anne to die just that juncture, without sufficient warning to the truant Handel; and when the Elector whom Handel had trifled with ascended the English throne in 1714, as his Britannic Majesty George I, Handel found himself in an embarrassing position.

He kept away, naturally, from St. James's Palace, and retired to the seclusion of Burlington House to see which way the royal cat would jump. He soon discovered that he was exiled from Court. The King was willing to hear Handel's Rinaldo and Amadigi, for he liked going to the opera. But he would have nothing to do with the composer.

* * *

At about this time a certain Baron Kilmansegge conceived a happy thought. This Baron was, in Mainwaring's phrase, "a noble friend" of Handel's. He had been a rather shady adherent of the King when that gentleman was Elector of Hanover, and had followed George to England. His wife, the Baroness, who was no better than she should have been, enjoyed an entente cordiale with the King; and this enabled Kilmannsegge, who was now the King's Master of the Horse, to put into effect a canny scheme suggested by Lord Burlington for the reconciliation of Handel and his former friend.

The river Thames in the early eighteenth century was far more of a London highway than it is now, and on a summer's day one could stand on any pier between Blackfriars and Putney and signal one of the fleet of passenger boats as one would hail a taxi today on Piccadilly. Besides these river taxis, there were private barges, luxuriously equipped. King George enjoyed the river, and liked to journey on the royal barge from Whitehall, when the Court was there, up 'the silver Thames'.

(Continued on next page)
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to Richmond or to Hampton Court, accompanied by an attendant boat bearing his musicians, who soothed his troubled soul with aquatic serenades, "elegantly performed by the best masters and instruments."

* * *

Now the clever scheme of Kilmannsegge and Burlington worked out as follows (we are still adhering to the tale as related by Mainwaring in his narrative of 1760):

"The King was persuaded to form a party on the water. Handel was apprised of the design, and advised to prepare some music for that occasion. It was performed and conducted by himself, unknown to His Majesty, whose pleasure on hearing it was equal to his surprise. He was impatient to know whose it was, ... The Baron then produced the delinquent, and asked leave to present him to His Majesty as one who was too conscious of his fault to attempt an excuse for it. ... This intercession was accepted without any difficulty. Handel was restored to favor."

Mainwaring gave no date, but this water party has been identified as that of August 22, 1715; for on that day, a history of the time informs us, "the King, Prince and Princess of Wales, and a large party of nobility, went in barges with music from Whitehall to Limehouse."

But alas for the romantic patness of legend! Clio, frowning with cold severity, insists that the "Water Music" was composed, not for the royal barge party of 1715, but for one that contemporaneous history records as having taken place two years later (July 17, 1717), and that when this occurred, the King and Handel were already the best of friends.

* * *

In 1717, the envoy from the Duchy of Brandenburg to the English Court was Frederic Bonnet. A report written by Bonnet and dated July 17-30, 1717, was recently discovered in the State Archives at Berlin. Bonnet wrote as follows:

(Continued on page 22)

**WESTERMANN'S BOOKSTORE**

13 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK

Since 1848

The center of information for Literature, Arts and Sciences, in all Foreign Languages.

Books and magazine on all subjects.

Telephone: BRYANT 9-5635
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OVERTUES
and
UNDERTONES

by JOAN KLEIN

IT TAKES a man to go to all the trouble in the world to make women comfortable and happy. I have Bernord az Guro and his smart salon at 439 Madison Avenue in mind. Mr. Guro always has in mind the individual patron and even if you insist on an ordinary coiffure he, with a turn here of his shears and a curl there will make it different, and in that difference lies a world of distinction. His permanent waves are superb and as for bleaches and hair dyes there are none better.

EXPERIMENT is the life of decoration and when based upon a definite trend and a definite demand it is always successful. During the past few years when "modern" in furniture meant modern-"istic" or some other "istic" and angles were the fad, Curtis remained aloof and devoted their talents to the building of classic styles. Now, however, that "modern" furniture has taken unto itself the good sense and good taste of the classic period, Curtis has prepared a careful collection of really fine things in modern living room, bedroom and dinette furniture. They also feature rugs and carpetings that harmonize with the best mode.

THERE'S no doubt about it... it helps a lot if you have some sort of "musical pony" to aid you in your study of music. Now available to one and all is a dictionary just published by Flammer and already it has proved itself a boon to mankind. A foreword by Peter C. Kennedy, adjudicator at competitive festivals and examiner for various musical institutions from coast to coast reminds us that we are for the most part a haphazard race of musicians. He was strongly impressed by the lack of attention given by students of music to marks of expression, tempo marks, signs, etc., as used by composers. In this short, concise book Flammer has the terms and signs most used, with their meanings and moods explained in as simple a manner as possible. It sells for just 25 cents. They also have a good stock on hand of original unedited editions of piano sonatas of Beethoven and Mozart and English and French suites of Bach.

AMES prominent in the Theatre and Dance world... in the Art circles... names that are News! These help to make evenings spent at the Young Men's Hebrew Association events of brilliant importance. This year's subscription series will consist of 30 evenings, fifteen of which will be Cinema Guild evenings and fifteen Dramatic and Dance recitals. The Dramatic recitals will include Cornelia Otis Skinner, The Artel Theatre, Remo Bufano and his Puppets, The Group Theatre, etc. The Dance recitals will include Martha Graham (solo), Paul Haakon, who scored an outstanding success at the Stadium this season, Doris Humphrey, Charles Weidman and Group, and so on up and down a notable list of outstanding talents. Women who subscribe to the series will be permitted to take any course at the Y at a reduction of $2 from the regular rate. Some of the courses being offered include the following: Contemporary Philosophy, by Sidney Hook; free courses in all branches of Art; Advanced Classes in the Modern Dance to be taught by Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey and Charles Weidman. John Martin will conduct a lecture demonstration course.

WE HAVE just had a glimpse of the new Caruso Restaurant on West 42nd Street and, frankly, it would be hard to find a more colorful and cool spot for lunch and dinner. It runs through to 43rd Street with a most attractive bar in the center. The lighting effects are so designed to give one the feeling of dining outdoors.

HOW wonderful it would be if, by some feat of magic, after a few years of music study the student was gaily swooped over an imaginary threshold to clear and complete understanding of music. But alas... the transition from the study of music to a clear comprehension of it is not always so easily accomplished. Unless given a guiding hand, the student is very likely to feel that the idiosyncrasies of modern life are naught compared to the difficulties of this new sign and note world. New and diverse approaches to the understanding of modern music are found in the courses to be offered by the New School for Social Research when it reopens on September 30th. Courses will be given by such noted figures in the music world as Aaron Copland, Hans Eisler, Ernst Toch and Henry Cowell.
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Spinet Grand
BY MATHUSHEK

The latest " rogue " everywhere.

MUSIC LOVERS
appreciate and demand this charming, distinctive, modern Grand Piano, in its fascinating Spinet design. Lovely tone—a fine piano, with finest Grand Action.
Fits in space of a sofa, decorates but does not dominate your living room.

Only Mathushek makes the "Spinet Grand."

SELECT YOURS NOW.

BOOKLET.

MATHUSHEK 14 EAST 39ST
OFF 5th Av. N.Y.

STADIUM PHILHARMONIC-SYMPHONY

WILLEM VAN HOOOGSTRALEN

WEDNESDAY, AUG.

(Program subject to change)

1. SCHUBERT

I. Andante—Allegro ma non troppo

II. Andante con moto

III. Scherzo

IV. Finale

INTERMISSION

2. MENDELSSOHN

Overture, Elgar

3. BACH-CAILLET

Chorale-Prelude

(First time in N.Y.)

4. HUMPERDINCK

Dance

5. SIBELIUS

Steinway is the official piano
Stadium Concerts are being broadcast
Amplification installed by International

(Program continued)

YOUNG'S-STETSON

Lightweight Felt Hats Are Comin'!

STETSON $5 up • YOUNG'S $2.95

Young's

98 QUALITY HAT SHOPS • ALL OVER
PROGRAMS
OF 1935

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
straten Conducting

AUGUST 14, at 8:30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symphony in C major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Choice of your Piano as the Artists Do

Such masters as Bauer, Iturbi, Gieseking and Lhevinne use the

Baldwin
MASTERPIECE GRAND EXCLUSIVELY

BALDWIN PIANOS
20 EAST 54th ST.

THE COMPLETE INSTRUMENT HOUSE

Everything in Gramophones...

From the smallest portable to the most elaborate remote control Capenart installation...

The Gramophone Shop, Inc.
THE FINEST IN MUSICAL REPRODUCTION
18 EAST 48th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Kindly Mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW" PAGE SEVENTEEN
WHEN Mozart heard one of Bach's pieces at Leipzig in 1788, he exclaimed, "Thank heaven! Here at last is something new that I can learn from."

People who've tasted MARTINSON'S COFFEE for the first time "thank heaven", too. For at last they've learned what good coffee really tastes like.
THURSDAY EVENING, AUGUST 15, at 8:00
FRIDAY EVENING, AUGUST 16, at 8:00

(In case of rain the opera performance will be postponed until the following night and a substitute orchestral program under the direction of Alexander Smallens will be performed in the Great Hall.)

CARMEN
Opera in Four Acts
(In French)

Music by GEORGES BIZET

CARMEN................................................. Bruna Castagna
MICAELA................................................. Alice Mock
FRASQUITA............................................ Thelma Votipka
MERCEDES............................................ Philine Falco
DON JOSE............................................. Armand Tokatyan
ESCAMILLO........................................... Joseph Royer
DANCAIRO........................................... Abrasha Robofsky
REMENDADO.......................................... Albert Mahler
ZUNIGA................................................ Louis D'Angelo
MORALES.............................................. Ralph Magelssen

An innkeeper, guide, officers, dragoons, lads, cigar girls, gypsies, smugglers, picadors, toreadors

Ballet from the Yakovlevf Studio

Leading Dancers: MONNA MONTES, ARTHUR MAHONEY (Guest Artist)

Conductor, ALEXANDER SMALLENS

Stage Director, ALEXANDER D. PUGLIA

Assistant Conductor, ALBERTO SCIARRETTI

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT I. A Square at Seville.
ACT II. The Posada (Inn) of Lillas Pastia.
ACT III. In the Mountains.
ACT IV. Entrance to the Plaza de Toros.

(Program continued on page 21)
August sale of Modern furniture rugs • accessories at Discounts up to 30%

Here's a once-a-year opportunity to acquire the finest modern furniture ... built by America's foremost modern establishment ... at worthwhile savings! New Yorkers know this event and wait for it ... because they know our selection is the greatest, our pieces custom-built right on the premises, our decorative service a big asset, and prices at this time unparalleled! Act at once while stocks are complete.

Modernage
162 East 33rd St.
Designers & Makers of Modern Furniture

Open Mon. and Wed.
till 8 P.M., Sat. till 6

A Symphony
of lyrical curves

A Flexees foundation is a prelude to perfection ... the way to a smooth figure performance. Fashioned of Lastex, Flexees hold you in amazingly—providing complete control with perfect comfort. Your figure becomes an unbroken rhythm of molded lines, without a roll or a bulge anywhere. $5 to $25 at the leading stores.

Flexees

LITTLE CLASSICS
at little prices

Molds
by Flexees

Light and neat. MOLDS are made of Lastex in a lazy-mesh weave. Combinations: profiles, pockets and bonuses.

$1. to $5.
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Kindly Mention "STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW"
ENJOY DELIGHTFUL COOLENESS
while partaking of the world's finest food and drink . . . at

REUBENS
6 East 58
Luncheon 75c up • Dinner $1 up
"FROM A SANDWICH TO A NATIONAL INSTITUTION"

(Program continued from page 19)

SATURDAY, AUGUST 17, at 8:30
(Program subject to change without notice)

1. TCHAIKOVSKY

   Symphony No. 4, in F minor
   I. Andante sostenuto—Moderato con anima (in movimento di Valse)
   II. Andantino in modo di canzona
   III. Scherzo, Pizzicato ostinato: Allegro
   IV. Finale: Allegro con fuoco

   INTERMISSION

2. WEBER

   Overture to "Oberon"

3. DVORAK

   Three Slavonic Dances

4. LISZT

   Symphonic Poem, "Les Preludes"

SUNDAY, AUGUST 18, at 8:30

WILLEM VAN HOOGSTRATEN, Conductor
(Program subject to change without notice)
ALEXANDER SMALLENS, Conducting
Soloist: HAROLD BAUER, Pianist

1. BACH-ABERT

   Prelude, Chorale, and Fugue

2. BEETHOVEN

   Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No. 5 ("Emperor")
   I. Allegro
   II. Adagio un poco moto
   III. Rondo

   INTERMISSION

   Soloist: HAROLD BAUER, Pianist

3. BRAHMS

   Symphony No. 4, in E minor
   I. Allegro non troppo
   II. Andante moderato
   III. Allegro giocoso
   IV. Allegro Energico e Passionato

MR. BAUER uses the Baldwin Piano
(Program continued on page 23)
SYMPHONIC PROGRAM NOTES

(Continued from page 14)

"Some weeks ago, the King expressed a wish to Baron von Kildansek (sic) to have a concert on the river, by subscription, like the masquerades this winter which the King attended assiduously on each occasion. The Baron addressed himself therefore to Heidegger, a Suisse by nationality, but the most intelligent agent the nobility could have for their pleasures. Heidegger answered that much as he was eager to oblige His Majesty, he must reserve the subscription for the big enterprises, to wit, the masquerades, each of which was worth from 300 to 400 guineas to him.

"Baron Kildansek, seeing that H. M. was vexed about these difficulties, resolved to give the concert on the river at his own expense, and so this concert took place the day before yesterday. The King entered his barge about eight o'clock with the Duchess of Bolton, the Countess of Godolphin, Mad. de Kildansek, Mad. Were and the Earl of Orkney, gentleman of the king's bedchamber, who was on guard. By the side of the royal barge was that of the musicians to the number of fifty, who played all kinds of instruments, viz., trumpets, hunting horns, oboes, bassoons, German flutes, French flutes à bec, violins and basses, but without voices. The concert was composed expressly for the occasion by the famous Handel, native of Halle, and first composer of the king's music. It was so strongly approved by H. M. that he commanded it to be repeated, once before and once after supper, although it took an hour for each performance.

"The evening party was all that could be desired for the occasion. There were numberless barges, and especially boats filled with people eager to take part in it. In order to make it more complete, Mad. de Kildansek had made arrangements for a splendid supper at the

---

2 This English translation is from Newman Flower's Life of Handel (the italics are Mr. Flower's). Bonnet's original French text in this sentence reads: "Ce concert avait été composé exprès par le fameux Handel."

(Continued on page 24)
MONDAY, AUGUST 19, at 8:30

(Alexander Smallens, Conducting)

1. **HANDEL**
   - "Water Music" Suite (Arranged by Sir Hamilton Harty)
   - Symphony No. 1, in C major
     - I. Adagio molto; Allegro con brio
     - II. Andante cantabile con moto
     - III. Menuetto: Allegro molto e vivace; Trio
     - IV. Finale: Adagio, Allegro molto e vivace
     - **INTERMISSION**

2. **BEETHOVEN**
   - Symphony No. 2, in D major
     - I. Allegro ma non troppo
     - II. Adagio ma non troppo
     - III. Allegretto grazioso
     - IV. Allegro con spirito

**TUESDAY, AUGUST 20, at 8:30**

(Closing Concert of the Season)

**Willem Van Hoogstraten**, Conductor

Soloist: **Max Rosen**, Violinist

1. **Beethoven**
   - Overture to "Leonore," No. 3
   - Violin Concerto in G minor
     - I. Prelude: Allegro moderato
     - II. Adagio
     - III. Allegro energico
     - **MAX ROSEN, Violinist**
     - INTERMISSION

2. **Brahms**
   - Symphony No. 1, in C minor
     - I. Un poco sostenuto Allegro
     - II. Andante sostenuto
     - III. Un poco allegretto e grazioso
     - IV. Adagio piu Andante Allegro non troppo ma con brio

---

**THE SCHOOL OF AMERICAN BALLET**

Will reopen on August 26th

The American Ballet Company is entirely composed of graduates of this school.


During the vacation information may be had from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. daily

637 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK CITY

Wickes 2-7867 Send for Brochure

---

**TAMIMENT**

The playground for adults in the Poconos

**NIGHTS** of sparkling entertainment, talking pictures, musical and dramatic programs directed by Mac Liebman.

**SPORTS**—Seventeen fast tennis courts, handball, 100 boats and canoes, swimming in private lake, saddle horses.

**Daily Lectures by Authorities.**

**$29** weekly, de luxe cabins at small extra charge.

**Tamiment**

Pennsylvania

New York Office: 7 East 15th Street

Algonquin 4-6876 Booklet on request
Learn a Language Quickly
AT HOME
By
LINGUAPHONE

First you listen—then you speak. That is the essence of the Linguaphone Method; 150 master linguists of the world have made it the quickest and most fascinating way to learn another language, for child and adult alike. You learn from the living voices of teachers, chosen for the purity of their diction. Linguaphone brings them into your home, at your own time and pleasure. It is a complete, thorough course, made so simple, clear and lifelike that acquiring a language in the comfort of your own easy chair becomes a thrilling pleasure.

Send for FREE BOOK

The Linguaphone Book tells how to master a language, who made Linguaphone, who uses it, and why it is so popular.

Linguaphone Home Study Courses:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRENCH</th>
<th>ITALIAN</th>
<th>GERMAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPANISH</td>
<td>RUSSIAN</td>
<td>POLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWEDISH</td>
<td>DUTCH</td>
<td>IRISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRIKAANS</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>CHINESE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN</td>
<td>GREEK</td>
<td>PERSIAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPANESE</td>
<td>ESPERANTO</td>
<td>HEBREW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call for Free Trial Lesson at Our New Audition Salon

LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE
73 Rockefeller Center New York City

Without cost or obligation please send me your Free Book S.C.R. and your "Pay as You Learn Plan."

I Wish to Speak

Name

Address
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(Continued from page 22)

pleasure house of the late Lord Ranelagh at Chelsea on the river, to where the King repaired an hour after midnight. He left there at three, and at half-past four in the morning H.M. was back at St. James'. The concert has cost Baron Kilmarnock £150 for the musicians alone, but neither the prince nor the princess took part in the festivities."

This report of Bonnet's has generally been viewed as a revelation—Mr. Newman Flower, for instance, in his exhaustive Life of Handel, seems to regard it as a disclosure of something not previously known. As a matter of fact, the royal water party of July 17, 1717, and Handel's connection with it, were described in the London Daily Courant of July 19, 1717, substantially as in the recently discovered report of Bonnet.

It is true that the authorities differ, and that some still cling to the original tale. But Mr. W. Barclay Squire, the eminent British musicologist, believed that the water party for which Handel composed his music took place, in all likelihood, in 1717. There is, of course, the difficulty of accounting for Mainwaring's circumstantial account of the reconciliation between King and composer, which he definitely attributes to the composition of the "Water Music" in 1715. But Mr. Squires suggests, as a possible solution, the theory that the estrangement lasted for three years, and not one, and that Handel really did win his
way back into favor with the King in 1717 by his water music.

* * *

The Water Music, in its original shape, is a serenade in the form of a suite of dance tunes, airs, and other movements, introduced by an Overture. Rockstro points out that the style of the instrumentation (the work is scored, in Arnold’s edition, for flutes, piccolos, oboes, bassoons, horns, trumpets, and strings) "unquestionably owes its origin to the peculiar circumstances under which it was intended that the music should be performed. The parts for the wind instruments—more especially those for the horns—are so arranged as to produce the loveliest effect when heard across the water. When effects like these were new, they must have delighted their hearers beyond all measure. The Sarabandes, Gavottes, and Bourrées of the eighteenth century are among the choicest of its musical treasures and it would be difficult to find more perfect examples of the style than these. The Fugue which introduces them, with its clear, jubilant subjects, like the clanging changes of a peal of bells, is one of the most brilliant inspirations of its class that the composer has left us. Yet no less telling, in a different way, are the Hornpipe, the Airs, the Minuet, and other divisions of the work."

---

**SEVEN WEDNESDAY EVENINGS**

**AT CARNEGIE HALL**

**JAN. 15, 22, 29, FEB. 5, 12, 19, 26, 1938**

The complete pianoforte sonatas of **BEETHOVEN**

will be given by **SCHNABEL**

Subscription Prices:

Orchestra, $15.40 and $12.10—Dress circle and first 4 rows in balcony, $8.60—Balance front balcony and entire rear balcony, $5.50 (tax included). Seats assigned in order of application.

Management NBC ARTISTS SERVICE

George Engles, Director

RCA Bldg., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, Room 508, New York (Steinway Piano)

---

**RABSONS**

**Announces the release of**

**"MOZART—Quintet No. 2 in C Major" (K515)**

**A VICTOR RECORDING**

performed by the incomparable Pro Arte Quartet. It is one of the last four quintets Mozart wrote, and is regarded by many as second in importance to the G Minor (K.516). Eight sides, four 12" records complete with album. Hear this quintet as played by these matchless artists.

**TSCHAIKOWSKY: NUTCRACKER SUITE.**

Played by the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra conducted by Leopold Stokowski. Listen to the brilliance of the New High Fidelity recording of a delightful favorite. Six sides, three 12" records complete with album.

**SCHUMANN: Piano Quintet in E Flat Major** (opus 44). Played by Arthur Schnabel and Pro Arte Quartet. First-magnitude artists join forces in presenting one of the most engaging compositions in the entire realm of chamber music. Eight sides, four 12" records complete with album.

**BIZET: CARMEN.** Complete Opera in Album with Libretto. Played by Famous Artists and Orchestra of the Opera-Comique, Paris.

**RICHARD STRAUSS: Thus Spake Zarathustra.** Played by the Boston Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Serge Koussievitzky. A new High-Fidelity Recording. Nine sides, five 12" records complete with album.

Call or write for our latest list of all VICTOR HIGH-FIDELITY recordings.

---

**RABSONS**

Music and Camera Shop

**1373 SIXTH AVENUE**

(at 56th Street)

**NEW YORK**

Circle 7-0070
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THE NEW SCHOOL
FALL TERM OPENING SEPTEMBER 30

Courses in the evening or late afternoon. No entrance requirements. No examinations except for teachers requiring promotion credits. Among the eighty courses offered in the fall term:

WORLD AFFAIRS
John T. Flynn—Current Affairs
H. E. Barnes—Contemporary Civilization
G. Salvemini—Europe and the Triple Alliance
Hans Kohn—Modern European Civilization
Hans Simons—Foreign Policy and Home Affairs
James Rorty—Critique of Advertising
W. Hegemann—Regional and State Planning
Ernst Kahn—Management in Low Cost Housing

POLITICS AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
André Siegfried—Contemporary French Politics
Max Ascoli—Political Philosophy of Pareto
H. Staudinger—Socialism and Interventionism
E. Lederer—Sociology of Postwar Revolutions
Koppel S. Pinson—Nationalism
A. Feiler—Cartels, Trusts and the State
Morris R. Cohen—The Philosophy of Law

MUSIC AND THE DANCE
One-Man Concerts of Contemporary Composers
Aaron Copland—Music of Today
Henry Cowell—The Creation of Music
Ernst Toch—Seminars in Music Theory
Hanns Eisler—Crisis of Modern Music
John Martin and others—The Modern Dance
Paul Boepple—Dalcroze Eurythmics
Doris Humphrey—Lessons in the Modern Dance

PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION
A. Gordon Melvin—Educational Reconstruction
David M. Levy—Behavior Problems in Children
H. A. Overstreet—The Making of an Individual
Max Wertheimer—Gestalt Psychology
Fritz Wittels—Psychoanalysis
Olga Knopf—Individual Psychology

SCIENCE
A. S. Blumgarten—Endocrinology
Henry J. Fry—Modern Biology and Man
Edward Kasner—The Fourth Dimension
Frederick Barry—The Physical View of Nature

LITERATURE AND THE DRAMA
John Chamberlain—Current Literature
Joseph Wood Krutch—The European Novel
Robert Frost—Lecture-Readings on Poetry
Anita Block—Drama and Contemporary Thought
Gorham Munson—Professional Writing

ART
Lecture courses on modern art by Meyer Schapiro, Jerome Klein, Ralph M. Pearson and C. A. Glassgold
Workshop courses by Egas, Roesch, de Creeft, Klein, Lowell, Abbott, C. W. Smith, Eichenberg and Blumenthal

THE GRADUATE FACULTY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
Courses leading to the degrees of Master or Doctor of Social Science.

Send me the NEW SCHOOL catalogue.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

THE NEW SCHOOL · 66 WEST 12th ST. · NEW YORK
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Synopsis of this Week's Opera

by

R. D. DARRELL


THE STORY IN BRIEF

Carmen, a passionate Gypsy coquette, stabs a fellow worker in a cigarette factory and is arrested by a handsome corporal of the guard, José. An easy victim to her "vamping," he permits her to escape and follows her to a tavern frequented by gypsy smugglers. A quarrel with one of his superior officers puts an abrupt end to José's army career and he is reluctantly persuaded to join the smugglers' mountain camp. But the capricious Carmen soon tires of him, transfers her affections to the famous bullfighter, Escamillo, and saves him from the jealous José's dagger. Called away by his still faithful fiancée, Micaela, to the bedside of his dying mother, José swears to return, but Carmen, glad to get rid of him, follows Escamillo to the bull fights in Seville. During the fight José finds Carmen at the arena and begs her to give up her new lover and return to him. She spurns him angrily and is turning away to greet Escamillo returning triumphantly from the ring when José in jealous fury stabs her to the heart.

CAR-GOL-OIL
The Permanent Done in Oil
Guaranteed not to discolor white hair
is Self Setting
Mr. Gold will visualize how you should wear your hair
with your permanent.
(The Only Shop in the City)
GOLDetCONSONInc. Phone
835 Fifth Ave. (Suite 306) 4-B930

CARNEGIE HALL
RUSSIAN TEA ROOM
RESTAURANT, INC.
Famous for its Distinctly Foreign Atmosphere. Lunch... Dinner... Supper... Imported Wines and Liquors 150 WEST 57TH STREET Comfortably Cool Temperature

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
34 weeks of
The Nation for only $2 usually $3 26

As a supplement to your newspaper, America's foremost liberal weekly brings to you: (1) the significant news most dailies dare not print; (2) fearless, authoritative interpretation from the increasingly popular liberal point of view; (3) terse, bristling articles attacking shams and unveiling hidden, pointed facts; (4) candid criticisms of the important new books, films, music and drama. By clearly presenting "the other side" The Nation completes the knowledge you require to form sound, incorruptible opinions.

SAVE MONEY. ORDER TONIGHT.

THE NATION, 20 Vesey Street, New York City
Send me 34 weeks of The Nation for $2.00.
☐ I enclose payment OR ☐ I will pay in thirty days.
Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
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The Late Vacationist

by JOHN ROTHSCCHILD
Director of The Open Road

Why not a meandering motor trip up into Canada, lodging not at city hotels but in the "Tourist Houses" at the edge of this or that New England or Canadian town. They charge a dollar a night per person and are, on the whole, comfortable, and maybe more than a little amusing. Your 'hostess' is likely to show you her pre-revolutionary-war house, her hooked rugs, and her old china.

If you can afford the fare, a few weeks' stay on a "dude" ranch will be as complete a change as you can find. Air-conditioned trains have ushered in a new era in summer rail travel. For ranching, the northwestern country—Wyoming, Idaho and Montana are preferable in summer, although Northern New Mexico has some summer ranches where the mountain temperatures are agreeable. Minimum rail fare for a 45-day trip (including Pullman) is $128 to Yellowstone Park, which is the center of the northwestern ranching country. Fares to the Southwest are about the same.

You can be strenuous or lazy, you can rough it or be luxurious, you can have your choice of mountains or plains. The services have been somewhat standardized by the Dude Ranchers' Association. They usually provide comfortable housing, good food, your horse and gear, and the helpful "dude wrangler" who is prepared to be guide, friend, nursemaid, or gallant swain, as you wish. An average rate is five dollars per day but you can pay twice or half this much if you care to.

The ranches offer a great variety of things to do—riding, of course, fishing, and hunting; swimming; pack trips; games; dancing—practically everything but hiking. True to cowboy tradition, nobody walks much on a ranch. Several ranches take only young people of high school age.

Lest the annual advertisements of the sport shops have intimidated you about "correct" ranch wear, here is a piece of advice: Just take along whatever sport clothes you happen to have, including a warm sweater or leather jacket. Unless you already have one, buy your riding outfit.

(Continued on page 30)
"A joy to the mind and ear"

DISCOVERING MUSIC

by H. D. McKinley, W. R. Anderson

—Provides sound training in the technic of listening intelligently to the world's masterpieces.

—Begins with familiar "program" music, gradually proceeding to the more complex.

—Correlates music with the artistic background of the other arts.

"In some respects stands head and shoulders above its contemporaries ... an excellent piece of writing."

—Sat. Rev. of Lit.

"Guidance which ought to be welcome ..."

—Herald-Tribune "Books"

Richly illustrated ........................................ $3.00

At your bookstore or
AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
88 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

HAIR

is instantly revitalized by the correct tonic, brisk massage and vibratory brushing of

Ogilvie Sisters

WORLD-FAMOUS SCALP TREATMENT .......... $1.50

Careful diagnosis and advice are without cost or obligation. Specialized preparations for men, women and children at smart shops everywhere. A single application will release the damaging tension of your scalp, bring the glowing sheen of health to your hair, and make you look years younger.

Ask or write for free hair booklet.

604 FIFTH AVENUE
BBryant 9-5290
Paris, New York, Washington, Canada

ROERICH MUSEUM

APARTMENTS

103d STREET and RIVERSIDE DRIVE
NEW YORK CITY

One - Two - Three Room Suites

FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED

VERY REASONABLE RENTALS

All Outside Rooms • Studio Windows
Kitchenettes • Refrigeration

COMPLETE HOTEL SERVICE

Restaurant ... Excellent Cuisine
Over Two Hundred Cultural Events
Each Season Free to Residents
Also FREE LIBRARY

Telephone CLarkson 2-1700

"LIVE in a HOME of ART and CULTURE"
THE LATE VACATIONIST
(Continued from page 28)

when you arrive. It will be much cheaper, much more practical, and much less likely to mark you as an eastern “dude” if you shop at the same General Store where your wrangler buys his Levis boots, Stetson hat, and bright shirt.

The Northern Pacific Railway, Fifth Avenue and 46th Street, is headquarters for information on the Northwestern Ranches.

A coastwise cruise, stopping off at some of the tropical island ports, is a restful vacation, with as much or as little in the way of deck sports and shore excursions as you may desire.

MICHEL and VERA

FOKINE

Studio of the Modern Russian Ballet
4 Riverside Drive TRafalgar 7-9171

Mail Privilege Telephone Service
Secure prestige by making our offices your personal or business (New York) address. If you, receive mail, telegrams, telephone messages and you call, or we reforward to you (daily), $3.00 Monthly, (3 check locations) Times Square (Madison Av), Fifth Av (Madison Square), Park Row (Broadway).

NEW YORK MAIL SERVICE
15 PARK ROW
NEW YORK CITY

STADIUM CONCERTS REVIEW

Music Lovers SALE!

100,000 BRUNSWICK, POLYDOR, DECCA
brand new electrically recorded
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
The world’s finest music pressed on fine laminated stock. A new process eliminating surface noise. Reg. $1.50 and $2.00
Now 50c and 75c
The Symphonies, Chamber Music, Operas, of BACH, WAGNER, BEETHOVEN, et al.
MAIL ORDERS sent anywhere. Complete Catalog "P" on request. Also Victor and Columbia Records.

New York Band
INSTRUMENT COMPANY

NEW YORK STORES
111 EAST 14TH ST., near Union Sq. 1166 Sixth Ave., at 45th St. 1000 BROOKLYN STORES
684 Fulton St., opp. Brooklyn Strand
1225 Broadway, near Green St.
All stores open evenings during August till 9 P.M.

CONTRIBUTORS
(Continued from page 5)

Mrs. W. Emlen Roosevelt
Mrs. A. L. Young
Mrs. Louise M. Roseman
Felix T. Rosen
H. L. Rosenthal
Mrs. Ernest Rosenberg
Mrs. Alice J. Rosenthal
Mrs. Moritz Rosenthal
Mrs. William Rosenfeld
F. J. Rossner
Mrs. M. R. Ross
Alfred S. Rossin
Miss Carol Rossin
Mrs. Walter N. Rothschild
Dr. B. Sacht
Dr. Nelson B. Sackett
Charles Sadovsky
Silas F. Saechter
Margaret L. St. John
J. M. Salamanowitz
D. P. Samson
Mrs. William F. Sanford
Mrs. Herbert L. Satterlee
Mrs. E. A. Saunders
Mrs. Theodore F. Savage
Mrs. Conway Sawyer
Mrs. J. Louis Schaeffer
Mrs. M. Schenken
John M. Schiffr
Mrs. Alfred Schiffer
Walter A. Schiffer
Mrs. Walter A. Schiffer
Mrs. Anna E. Schenken
Mrs. Ethel K. Schuck
Mrs. Anthony Schulte
Mrs. David A. Schulte
Mrs. M. J. Schulte
Mrs. H. Schwartz
Mrs. E. Schwartz
Emil Schwarzbach
Mrs. W. M. Schwarzbach
Mrs. Edith Scollay
Miss Grace Scollay
Miss Scollay
Miss S. P. Sears
Mrs. L. W. Seeman
Fannie Schermerman
Mrs. Alonso G. Sexton
Mrs. George G. Shaw
Mrs. Alfred Shear
Finley G. Shepard
Dr. A. Russell Sherman
John A. Sherman
Alfred S. Sherman
Mrs. H. W. Sibley
Miss Estelle L. Silverman
Mrs. Lloyd F. Simpson
Mrs. B. Sinner
Edgar S. Sinuker
Dr. Louis J. Taormina
Mrs. K. L. Taussig
Robert L. Taylor
Miss Cornelia T. Tchaikovsky
Mrs. Thomas D. Tchaker
Miss Ellen Theisen
The Second Panel Sheriff's Jury, William W. Cohen, Foreman
Miss Gertrude S. Thomas
Mrs. John R. Thomas, Jr.
Miss Freda C. Thumann
Mrs. Margaret E. Thumann
Miss Lawrence Tibbet
Mrs. Henry M. Tilford
Mrs. Paul Tison
Miss Eleanor Tobias
Miss Emily Todd
Miss Katherine Tompkins
Stanley Tucker
Miss Alice Tull
Mrs. C. J. Tully
Alvin Untermyer
Irwin Untermyer
Mrs. Irwin Untermyer
Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt
Mrs. James Vanderbilt
Miss Josephine Verlage
Mrs. Edwin C. Vogt
Samuel D. Wachtell
Mrs. Chasney L. Waddell
Mr. & Mrs. William Walden
Miss Miriam Dwight Walker
Miss Sophie Walker
Edward M. M. Warburg
Mrs. William F. Warren
Mrs. Mrs. F. Ward
Allen Wardwell
Edward W. Wardwell
Mr. B. Waring
Thomas J. Watson
Mr. & Mrs. J. Girouett
Phillip Weecher
Athena Well
Mrs. Charles Weinberg
Mrs. Frances Weintheimer
Mrs. Muriel Weinstein
Miss Cordelia Wendt
Mrs. Albert Wertheim
Maurice Wertheim
Miss Alice Weston
Miss May White
Mrs. Margaret W. White
Miss Gertrude H. Whittmore
Mrs. H. Van Wyck Wickes
William Wolfer
Joseph Wiener
John L. Wilkins
Mrs. Lloyd Williams
Orme Wilson
William L. Wilson
Mrs. John D. Wing
Rabbi Stephen H. Wise
Mrs. Berta Wolf
Miss Janet Wolfe
Miss Flora M. Wolfe
Mrs. J. B. Wolff
Mrs. Anna Wolfe
Isidore Wolks
Miss Alice Wagner
Mrs. Frederick W. Woodruff
Mrs. J. D. Wylde
Mrs. Richard Young
Miss Katherine V. Young
Miss Sarah Young
Clarence Zadek
Mrs. Anna M. Von Zedlitz
John A. Zellers
Miss Emma Zeilman
Mr. & Mrs. Zeilman
August Zinsser
Mrs. Henry Zuckerman
Besides the big boats of the coastwise lines, one can sail on combination freight and passenger steamers which take no more than a dozen people, and furnish them outside cabins amidships for about five dollars a day on a month's trip. Shorter cruises average more. One possibility is a seventeen-day cruise to Haiti, with a week ashore in a charming hotel, the Sans Souci, for $135. This rate even includes an extensive sightseeing excursion in Haiti. Tramp Trips, 44 Beaver Street, arranges cruises of this sort on various freight lines, but warns that no accommodations are available until early September.

Bermuda offers an inexpensive vacation if one avoids the big hotels. The minimum round trip fare is $42. Tramp Trips can recommend a number of "guest houses" that provide room and board for as little as $3 a day. This organization will also estimate all your other expenses in advance: port tax, bicycle rental, etc. Ten days on the autoless island of Bermuda should be worth twenty at any other seaside resort; no din of motors to break the summer stillness, no carbon monoxide to tincture the smell of wild flowers and salt air.

**MUSHROOM SOUP**

A Revelation!

---

**FOR COMPLETE ENJOYMENT OF THE CONCERT**

*We Suggest...*

**MEDALIST CIGARS**

"If You Please"

*also*

**MEDALIST JUNIORS**

"The Aristocrat of Little Cigars"

On Sale at All Stands of the Stadium
What is the yardstick for a cigarette...

Take mildness for one thing—how does it measure up for mildness?

Chesterfields are milder—not flat or insipid, of course, but with a pleasing flavor.

Then take taste for another thing—does it have plenty of taste?

Chesterfields taste better—not strong but just right.

In other words, They Satisfy—that's my yardstick for a cigarette.

Chesterfield

...the cigarette that's MINDER

Chesterfield

...the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

© 1935, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co